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Abstract
Synaptic transmission is the basis for communication between neurons. At
synapses, neurotransmitter-filled vesicles fuse to the presynaptic plasma membrane in
response to a depolarizing action potential, and release their cargo into the synaptic cleft.
When neurotransmitter binds to receptors on the postsynaptic cell, ion channels open and
the resulting current flow alters the cell’s membrane potential. Analysis of temperaturesensitive paralytic (TS) mutants of Drosophila has been important to our understanding
of the in vivo molecular mechanisms of synaptic transmission. These mutants behave
normally at permissive temperature, but rapidly paralyze at restrictive temperature.
Among these mutants are comatose, which encodes the Drosophila NSF homolog,
dNSF1, and shibire, which encodes dynamin. NSF dissasembles SNARE complexes,
which mediate synaptic vesicle fusion, while dynamin is essential for synaptic vesicle
endocytosis. Both comatose and shibire exhibit electrophysiological and biochemical
phenotypes at restrictive temperature which reflect disruptions in synaptic vesicle
trafficking.
Genetic screens for modifiers of existing TS paralytic mutants have revealed
novel proteins involved in synaptic transmission. A TS paralytic allele of the cacophony
gene, cacTS2, was recovered during a genetic screen for enhancers of comatose. This new
mutant helped to identify the cac gene product as a primary presynaptic calcium channel
functioning in neurotransmitter release. To further our understanding of synaptic
transmission, a forward genetic screen for modifiers of cacTS2 was performed. An
enhancer of cacTS2, e(cac)661, was recovered and this new TS mutation was mapped to the
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disabled gene. A molecular lesion in disabled was identified which introduces a
premature stop codon resulting in a truncated protein. Western blot analysis confirmed
that the full length Disabled protein was absent from e(cac)661, and e(cac)661 was renamed
as an allele, disabled enhancer of cac 1 (dabEC1).
Electrophysiological analysis at adult DLM neuromuscular synapses of dabEC1
revealed an activity-dependent reduction in excitatory postsynaptic current amplitude at
restrictive temperature. In addition, biochemical studies demonstrated a TS reduction in
SDS-resistant SNARE protein complexes similar to the phenotype seen in shibire
mutants. Confocal immunofluorescence microscopy of adult DLM and larval
neuromuscular synapses indicated that Dab is concentrated within presynaptic boutons
but is not present at active zones. Taken together, the behavioral, electrophysiological
and biochemical findings point to a role for Dab in synaptic vesicle trafficking.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background

1.1 Overview of Synaptic Transmission
The neuron is the basic unit of the nervous system. Although this system is
responsible for a complex array of functions including sensory and motor functions,
cognition, learning and memory, the neuron has a relatively simple structure. Most
neurons are made up of four fundamental regions: the soma (or cell body), dendrites,
axons and nerve terminals (Figure 1.1). It is the complex organization of neurons within
the nervous system, and the methods by which neurons communicate with one another,
which account for the system’s ability to perform such complex functions.
Dendrites receive electrical signals from other neurons. The cell body houses the
nucleus and endoplasmic reticulum, is the site of most protein synthesis, and is the place
where electrical signals from the dendrites are integrated. The axon conveys electrical
signals via action potentials from the cell body to the nerve terminals where these signals
can be transmitted to other neurons (Figure 1.1). Electrical signals are transmitted from
one neuron to another at synapses. A chemical synapse consists of a presynaptic cell and
a postsynaptic cell separated by a synaptic cleft (Figure 1.2). During synaptic
transmission, neurotransmitters are released from active zones in the presynaptic cell and
bind to receptors on the postsynaptic cell. In response to the binding of neurotransmitters
to receptors, ion channels open in the postsynaptic cell, changing the membrane potential
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of the cell and increasing or decreasing the probability of an action potential,
respectively, for excitatory and inhibitory synapses.

1.1.1 The Synaptic Vesicle Trafficking Cycle
Synaptic

transmission

is

a

highly

regulated

process

requiring

rapid

neurotransmitter release via exocytosis of synaptic vesicles at presynaptic active zones.
Synaptic vesicles are largely assembled in the cell body of the neuron and transported to
nerve terminals where they are filled with neurotransmitter and ultimately cluster in
several pools (Lin and Scheller, 2000). The reserve or resting pool is made up of synaptic
vesicles bound to components of the cytoskeleton. Vesicles from the reserve pool may
then become docked with the plasma membrane at the active zone (Figures 1.2). Docked
vesicles are those that appear to be within 2 nm of the plasma membrane when visualized
by electron microscopy, although biochemical docking is defined as a connection
between the vesicle and plasma membranes mediated by a protein or protein complex.
Following docking, the subsequent steps in the synaptic vesicle cycle are priming, fusion
and endocytosis/recycling (Figure 1.2). Priming is an ATP-dependent process which
readies vesicles for fusion. Vesicles that have been primed are then part of the readily
releasable pool (Sudhof, 2000; Rizo and Sudhof, 2002).
When an action potential propagates down the axon and reaches the nerve
terminal, membrane depolarization leads to the opening of voltage-gated calcium
channels. The resulting influx of calcium triggers the fusion of primed vesicles with the
plasma membrane and neurotransmitter release.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a neuron.
Modified from www.ic.arizona.edu/psyc1011/psy101/physio/neuron.jpg Brown and
Benchmark Introductory Psychology Electronic Image Bank, copyright 1995, Times
Mirror Education Group, Inc.
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Figure 1.2: The synaptic vesicle trafficking cycle.
Modified from Südhof (2004).
.
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Following fusion, synaptic vesicle recycling occurs. The method of recycling
depends upon the interaction of the vesicle and the plasma membrane during fusion and
two potentially co-existing mechanisms have been proposed (Koenig et al., 1996;
Sudhof, 2004; Zhang, 2003). Under the first mechanism, synaptic vesicles fully collapse
into the plasma membrane and are subsequently retrieved through classical clathrinmediated endocytosis (Heuser and Reese, 1973; Brodsky et al., 2001). These vesicles are
then refilled with neurotransmitter and reenter vesicle pools either directly or after going
through an endosomal intermediate (Figure 1.2 steps 7 and 8). An alternative mechanism
may also exist where fused vesicles fail to collapse into the plasma membrane,
neurotransmitter is released through a fusion pore, and then vesicles undock and are
locally recycled (Ceccarelli et al., 1973; Gandhi and Stevens, 2003). This latter
mechanism is known as “kiss and run.”

1.1.2 Core Proteins and the Molecular Mechanisms of Synaptic Vesicle Trafficking
Exocytosis of neurotransmitter-filled synaptic vesicles is mediated by three
proteins known as soluble N-ethylmaleimide sensitive factor (NSF) attachment protein
receptors (SNAREs) (Sollner et al., 1993b). The SNARE proteins involved in synaptic
transmission are the vesicle transmembrane protein, or vesicle SNARE (v-SNARE), nsynaptobrevin, and the two target membrane SNARES (t-SNAREs), syntaxin and SNAP
25. The t-SNARE syntaxin is a transmembrane protein of the presynaptic plasma
membrane while SNAP 25 is attached to the presynaptic plasma membrane through
palmitoylation. SNARE proteins contain a conserved 70 amino acid sequence called the
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SNARE motif (Sudhof, 2004). The v-SNARE n-synaptobrevin and t-SNARE syntaxin
each contain one SNARE motif while the t-SNARE SNAP 25 contains two SNARE
motifs. A highly stable, SDS resistant core complex (or SNARE complex) is formed
when the four SNARE motifs of these three SNARE proteins assemble into four parallel
helices (Hayashi et al., 1994; Sutton et al., 1998).
During the priming step in the synaptic vesicle trafficking cycle, a loose transSNARE complex is formed which may force the vesicle and presynaptic plasma
membranes into close proximity (Jahn and Scheller, 2006) (Figure 1.3). When an action
potential propagates down the axon and reaches the nerve terminal, the change in
membrane potential triggers the opening of voltage-gated calcium channels and a
corresponding influx of calcium. This, in turn, most likely triggers a “zippering” of the
SNARE motifs and the formation of a tight trans-SNARE complex which leads to fusion
of the membranes. The vesicle protein synaptotagmin is thought to be the calcium sensor
which triggers this fusion of the membranes (Brose et al., 1992). As the vesicle collapses
into the presynaptic plasma membrane a very stable cis-SNARE complex is created.
Although there are several types of voltage-gated calcium channels expressed in
the nervous system, the main channels expressed in presynaptic nerve terminals and
linked to neurotransmitter release are the N and P/Q types (Catterall, 1998; Catterall,
2000; Evans and Zamponi, 2006). Voltage-gated calcium channels consist of a pore
forming α1 subunit and β, α2δ and γ accessory subunits. The α1 subunit has four transmembrane domains, I-IV, each made up of six membrane spanning helices, S1-S6
(Figure 1.4). Each domain has a P-loop between S5 and S6 which lines the channel pore.
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Figure 1.3: The core proteins involved in synaptic vesicle trafficking.
From Ordway Lab, Penn State University.
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Figure 1.4: The presynaptic voltage-gated calcium channel α1 subunit.
Modified from Kawasaki et al. (2002).
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Segment S4 of each domain acts as voltage sensor due to the presence of positively
charged residues. Cytoplasmic linkers connect the four domains and the C- and Ntermini are cytoplasmic as well. These are the sites of interaction with regulatory
proteins. The C-terminal tail contains an EF hand and IQ domain thought to be necessary
for calcium/calmodulin dependent facilitation and inactivation (Liang et al., 2003). The
C-terminal tail of the N-type calcium channel has been shown to bind to endophilin, a
protein involved in clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Chen et al., 2003). Ca2+ channelendophilin complexes form in neurons in a Ca2+ dependent manner.
Following fusion of synaptic vesicles and neurotransmitter release, vesicles must
be recycled. Clathrin-mediated endocytosis entails the proper sorting of proteins into
recycled vesicles. Consistently, the extremely stable cis-SNARE complex is thought to be
disassembled prior to endocytosis by the ATPase N-ethylmaleimide sensitive factor
(NSF) (Sollner et al., 1993a; Tolar and Pallanck, 1998; Kawaski et al., 1998; Grote et al.,
2000) (Figure 1.3). NSF is a homohexamer that is recruited to the SNARE complex by
the soluble NSF attachment protein α-SNAP (Weidman et al., 1989; Clary et al., 1990;
Whiteheart et al., 1993).
Clathrin-mediated endocytosis of synaptic vesicles involves a large number of
proteins including clathrin, the AP-2 complex, AP180, Intersectin/Dap160, endophilin,
synaptojanin, Eps15 and dynamin (Jarousse and Kelly, 2001). The rapid reinternalization
of the membrane following exocytosis in regulated secretory cells like neurons is called
compensatory endocytosis. Although this complex process is not fully understood,
compensatory endocytosis is thought to employ the same general molecular mechanisms
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as constitutive and ligand-induced endocytosis adapted to provide greater spatial and
temporal regulation.
The adaptor protein complex AP-2 and possibly other adaptors are recruited to
PtdIns(4,5)P2 (PIP2) and vesicle cargo proteins in the membrane. (Jung and Haucke,
2007) (Figure 1.5). For example, AP-2 is recruited to and binds synaptotagmin (Zhang et
al., 1994). Clathrin then binds to AP-2 and its polymerization into a lattice mediates the
formation of a clathrin-coated pit. The GTPase dynamin forms a ring-like structure
around the elongated neck of the constricted clathrin-coated pit (Hinshaw and Schmid,
1995) and mediates a GTP-dependent fission reaction which leads to the internalization
of the clathrin-coated vesicle (Koenig and Ikeda, 1989; Herskovits et al., 1993; Takei et
al., 1995). Once internalized, the vesicle’s clathrin coat is removed. This uncoating
process may be promoted by a synaptojanin-endophilin protein complex (Gad et al.,
2000; Verstreken et al., 2003).
Clathrin-mediated endocytosis of synaptic vesicles occurs, not at active zones, but
at endocytic “hot spots” in the periactive zone (Roos and Kelly, 1999). The AP-2
complex, dynamin, endophilin and Intersectin/Dap160 colocalize at these zones of active
endocytosis (González-Gaitlán and Jäckle, 1997; Estes et al., 1996; Roos and Kelly,
1999). Intersectin/Dap160, identified because it binds the proline rich domain of
dynamin, contains four SH3 domains each of which preferentially binds the proline rich
domain of different endocytic proteins (Roos and Kelly, 1998). It is required for the
proper localization of several proteins involved in endocytosis, leading to speculation that
Intersectin/Dap160 has a role as a stabilizing scaffold which anchors proteins to sites of
endocytosis (Koh et al., 2004; Marie et al., 2004).
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Figure 1.5: Clathrin-mediated endocytosis.
Modified from Jung and Haucke (2007).
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1.2 The Use of the Drosophila melanogaster Model System to Study Synaptic
Transmission
In order to understand the molecular mechanisms of synaptic transmission, in vivo
analysis is vitally important. The Drosophila model system has played a key role in this
process through the use of classical genetic and behavioral analysis as well as
electrophysiology, imaging and biochemical analysis. One of the most important
approaches has been the study of temperature-sensitive (TS) paralytic mutants of
Drosophila. These mutants behave normally at permissive temperature, but paralyze at
restrictive temperature indicating functional disruptions in the nervous system. Early
screens recovered two TS paralytic mutants with roles in synaptic transmission, shibire
(Grigliatti et al., 1973) and comatose (Siddiqi and Benzer, 1976) (Figure 1.3). shibire
encodes dynamin (Chen et al., 1991) which mediates fission of synaptic vesicles during
endocytosis (see Section 1.1.2). comatose encodes dNSF1, a homolog of NSF (Ordway et
al., 1994; Pallanck et al., 1995). NSF disassembles cis-SNARE complexes after vesicle
fusion (Tolar and Pallanck, 1998; Kawaski et al., 1998) (see Section 1.1.2).
TS paralytic alleles of comatose (comtST17) and shibire (shiTS1) display similar
electrophysiological properties which reflect their roles in synaptic vesicle trafficking. In
particular, two-electrode voltage-clamp recordings at adult dorsal longitudinal muscle
(DLM) synapses reveal an activity-dependent reduction in excitatory postsynaptic
currents at restrictive temperature (Kawasaki et al., 2000b; Kawasaki et al., 1998). This
represents a TS activity-dependent reduction in neurotransmitter release in comtST17 and
shiTS1. At elevated temperatures, comtST17 nerve terminals have an accumulation of
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docked vesicles (Kawasaki et al., 1998), while shiTS1 nerve terminals become depleted of
vesicles (Kosaka and Ikeda, 1983). These electrophyiological and ultrastructural findings
in comtST17 and shiTS1 indicate that, at restrictive temperature, maintenance of the readily
releasable pool of synaptic vesicles is impaired.
In addition to their behavioral and electrophysiological phenotypes, comatose and
shibire have biochemical phenotypes, although these phenotypes differ between the two
mutants. At restrictive temperature, there is an accumulation of SDS-resistant SNARE
complexes in comatose mutants (including comtST17, comtST53 and comtTP7) (Tolar and
Pallanck, 1998). This indicates that the ability of NSF to disassemble SNARE complexes
after vesicle fusion becomes impaired at restrictive temperature. In contrast, there is a
decrease in the level of SDS-resistant SNARE complexes at restrictive temperature
relative to the level at permissive temperature in shiTS1 (Tolar and Pallanck, 1998). This is
likely to reflect the fact that a blockage of vesicle endocytosis leaves disassembled
SNAREs stranded in the membrane unable to reassemble into SNARE complexes.
A TS paralytic allele of the cacophony (cac) gene, cacTS2, was recovered in a
forward genetic screen for modifiers of comatose (Dellinger et al., 2000). The cacophony
gene encodes the α1 subunit of the primary presynaptic voltage-gated calcium channel
functioning in neurotransmitter release which is homologous to mammalian presynaptic
calcium channel α1 subunits (Smith et al., 1996; Peixoto et al., 1997; Kawasaki et al.,
2000a; Kawasaki et al., 2002). Although recovered as an X-linked enhancer of comatose,
when isolated from comatose, cacTS2 is a recessive mutation which exhibits rapid
paralysis at 38°C (Dellinger et al., 2000). In addition to this behavioral phenotype, cacTS2
has a TS electrophysiological phenotype. At adult DLM neuromuscular synapses, cacTS2
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has a marked reduction in excitatory postsynaptic current amplitudes at restrictive
temperature (Kawasaki et al., 2000a) and this reduction is not activity-dependent as it is
in comatose and shibire. cacTS2 is a proline-to-serine missense mutation in the
cytoplasmic C-terminal tail of the α1 subunit at amino acid 1385, an evolutionarily
conserved proline residue (Kawasaki et al., 2002) (Figure 1.6).
This thesis reports the initial characterization of e(cac)661, a new TS mutation
recovered as an enhancer of cacTS2. This new TS mutation was mapped to the disabled
gene and a molecular lesion in disabled was uncovered which introduces a premature
stop codon resulting in a truncated protein. Biochemical analysis showed a lack of
Disabled (Dab) immunoreactivity in e(cac)661 mutants. These results indicate that
e(cac)661 is disabled and, therefore, it was renamed as an allele, disabled enhancer of cac
1 (dabEC1). Electrophysiological analysis at adult DLM neuromuscular synapses of
dabEC1 revealed an activity-dependent reduction in excitatory postsynaptic current
amplitude at restrictive temperature. In addition, parallel biochemical studies
demonstrated a TS reduction in SDS-resistant SNARE protein complexes. These findings
point to a role for the disabled gene product in synaptic vesicle trafficking.

1.3 Drosophila disabled
The Drosophila disabled (dab) gene was originally identified as a dominant modifier of
the Ablelson tyrosine kinase (Abl) mutant phenotype (Gertler et al., 1989, 1993). Abl
mutant flies generally die as pupae although a minority survive to early
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Figure 1.6: The VGCC α1 subunit encoded by cacophony and the cacTS2 mutation.
A. The presynaptic voltage-gated calcium channel α1 subunit encoded by cacophony. B.
The cacTS2 mutation is a proline-to-serine missense mutation adjacent to the EF hand in
the cytoplasmic C-terminal tail of the α1 subunit. The aligned sequences are Drosophila
CAC (U55776), rat brain α1A (M64373), rat brain α1B (M92905) and C. elegans UNC-2
(U25119).
Modified from Kawasaki et al. (2002).
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adulthood. Among second site mutations found to be dominant enhancers of this
phenotype, five alleles were thought to represent mutations in disabled. Subsequent
sequence analysis of these abl

–

dab

–

chromosomes revealed no mutations in dab and

found that the second site mutations were actually in the closely linked neurotactin (nrt)
gene (Liebl et al., 2003). Until now, no mutant alleles of the Drosophila disabled gene
have been analyzed.
Disabled (Dab), the protein encoded by dab, has been implicated in the Sevenless
signaling pathway; it has been shown to bind to DRK (Le and Simon, 1998). In addition,
some research suggests that Disabled, in fact, may have a role in the Abl signaling
pathway. The enhancement of the Abl mutant phenotype by nrt was suppressed by
multiple copies of a transgene containing the wild-type genomic region of dab (Gertler et
al., 1993; Liebl et al., 2003). Disabled binds Notch both in vitro and in vivo (Giniger,
1998; Le Gall and Giniger, 2004; Le Gall et al., 2008), and Notch-dependent axon
patterning is mediated by interactions between Notch and members of the Abl signaling
pathway (Hoffman, 1991). When the Disabled binding site is eliminated from Notch,
axon patterning is impaired (Le Gall et al., 2008). Until now, the role of Disabled in these
signaling pathways has remained controversial, in part due to research limitations caused
by the lack of a dab mutant.

1.4 Disabled Homologs
A major feature of the Drosophila Disabled protein is an N-terminal
phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domain. Disabled homologs have been identified in
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many organisms, from C. elegans to humans, with the defining characteristic being the
conserved N-terminal PTB domain. PTB domains are present in several adaptor proteins
including those belonging to the Shc family where they were first identified (Kavanaugh
and Williams, 1994). The PTB domain of Shc has been shown to bind to the NPXY motif
of the receptors Trk, EGFR and insulin receptor when the tyrosine is phosphorlyated
(Van der Geer et al., 1995; Bork and Margolis, 1995; Batzer et al., 1995). In contrast, the
PTB domains of both mammalian homologs of Dab, Disabled-1 (Dab1) (Howell et al.
1997) and Disabled-2 (Dab2) (Mok et al., 1994; Xu et al., 1995) bind to the NPXY
sequence in members of the Low-Density Lipoprotein Receptor (LDLR) family, and in
amyloid precursor protein (APP), preferentially when the tyrosine is not phosphorylated
(Howell et al., 1999; Morris and Cooper, 2001). Although the PTB domains are highly
conserved, the C-terminal domains of Dab proteins have diverged considerably.
Studies of the two mammalian homologs of Dab have provided most of the
current understanding of Disabled protein function. Dab2 is a member of a class of
adapter proteins known as clathrin-associated sorting proteins (CLASPs) which includes
AP180, epsin, numb, β-arrestin, and ARH (Traub, 2003; Robinson, 2004). These proteins
play a key role in clathrin-mediated endocytosis of receptors, transporters and other
membrane proteins. The formation of clathrin-coated vesicles is mediated by these
adaptor proteins which bind to clathrin, specific cargo proteins, phospholipids, and
possibly other adaptors (Sorkin, 2004). AP-2, the major clathrin adaptor involved in
clathrin-mediated endocytosis at the plasma membrane, had been thought to be the
universal adaptor until it was revealed that the transferrin receptor, EGFR and LDLR, do
not compete for entry into clathrin-coated vesicles in overexpression experiments
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(Warren et al., 1998), and that interfering with AP-2 function disrupts internalization of
the transferrin receptor but not LDLR or EGFR (Connor and Schmid, 2003; Hinrichsen et
al., 2003; Motley et al., 2003; Nesterov et al., 1999). This suggested the presence of
cargo-specific adapters (now referred to as CLASPs) which function either in conjunction
with or independent of AP-2.
AP-2 is comprised of 4 subunits, α, β2, σ2 and μ2. The β2 subunit binds to
clathrin (Gallusser and Kirchhausen, 1993) and the μ2 subunit binds to the YXXφ motif
found to mediate internalization of receptors such as the transferrin receptor (Jing et al.,
1990; Kirchhausen et al., 1997; Ohno et al., 1998). The α subunit, also known as αadaptin, has a C-terminal region called the appendage or “ear” domain, which binds to
adaptor proteins including AP180, auxillin, Eps15 and Dab2 (Owens et al., 1999; Traub
et al., 1999; Morris and Cooper, 2001). Dab2 has two isoforms, p96 and p67, both of
which are widely expressed (Mok et al., 1994; Xu et al., 1995). The p96 isoform contains
a region with two DPF motifs and this region is sufficient for Dab2 binding to the αadaptin subunit of AP-2 (Morris and Cooper, 2001). Similarly, Eps15, epsin,
amphiphysin, auxillin and AP180 contain DPF motifs which mediate binding to the “ear”
domain of α-adaptin (Owens et al., 1999). Dab2 colocalizes with AP-2, LDLR and
clathrin in clathrin-coated pits (Morris and Cooper, 2001).
In addition to binding non-phosphorylated NPXY mofits and the α-adaptin
subunit of AP-2, Dab2 binds clathrin, phosphoinositides, and myosin VI (Mishra et al.,
2002; Morris et al, 2002a). Dab2 constructs bind to clathrin heavy chain and to
preassembled clathrin polyhedral cages in pull-down assays and this interaction is
independent of AP-2 (Mishra et al., 2002). Multiple clathrin-binding sequences C-
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terminal to the PTB domain are used to recruit clathrin to the membrane and assemble
clathrin into polyhedral coats (Mishra et al., 2002). The PTB domain of Dab2 binds
phosphoinositide

containing

mixed-lipid

liposomes

but

not

those

without

phosphoinositides in binding assays (Mishra et al., 2002). The binding sites for the
NPXY motif and phosphoinositides within the Dab2 PTB domain are distinct. A
preference for binding PtdIns(4,5)P2 is revealed in protein-lipid overlays.
Endocytosis of megalin, a member of the LDLR family, is mediated by Dab2 in
certain cell types. Megalin is highly expressed in kidney proximal tubule (KPT) cells
(Christensen and Birn, 2001) and in visceral endoderm (VE) cells. Dab2 conditionally
null mice, which express the protein only in the visceral endoderm, have a phenotype
consistent with that found in megalin-/- mice with a reduced number of clathrin-coated
pits (Morris et al., 2002b). In wild-type VE cells, megalin, in complex with cubilin,
internalizes transferrin (Kozyraki et al., 2004), but in VE cells of dab2-/- mice, there is a
dramatic decrease in transferrin endocytosis (Maurer and Cooper, 2005). In knock-in
mice expressing only the p96 splicing variant of Dab2, endocytosis of transferrin in the
VE is completely rescued, but transferrin uptake is reduced 50% relative to wild-type in
knock-in mice expressing only the p67 splicing variant.
Dab2 plays a key role in internalization of LDLR. In fibroblasts and HeLa cells,
both ARH and Dab2 can mediate endocytosis of LDLR (Keyel et al., 2006; Maurer and
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Cooper, 2006). 1 In arh-/- human dermal fibroblast cells, Dab2 is required for LDLR
endocytosis (Maurer and Cooper, 2006). In HeLa cells, when either ARH or Dab2 is
depleted, the amount of LDLR on the cell surface is only slightly increased, and
similarly, when AP-2, or both ARH and AP-2, are depleted in HeLa cells, cell surface
LDLR is only slightly increased. But when both AP-2 and Dab2 are depleted there is a
substantial build-up of LDLR at the cell surface and a reduction in endocytosis,
equivalent to that seen when all three proteins are depleted (Keyel et al., 2006; Maurer
and Cooper, 2006). This indicates that LDLR endocytosis mediated by Dab2 is
independent of AP-2, but ARH requires AP-2 to internalize LDLR. Depletion of Dab2
also leads to a change in LDLR localization at the cell surface. LDLR is diffuse on the
surface of Dab2 depleted cells, but when Dab2 is present, a greater amount of LDLR is
localized in clathrin-coated pits.
Myosin VI is a motor protein that has been hypothesized to participate in
endocytosis. It is the only myosin that moves inward from the plasma membrane toward
the minus end of actin filaments (Wells et al., 1999) and is the only motor protein that
has been found to bind to clathrin-coated pits and vesicles (Buss et al., 2001). Dab2 and
myosin VI were found to be binding partners in two yeast two-hybrid screens and a
mammalian two-hybrid system (Morris et al., 2002a). The tail domain of myosin VI
interacts with Dab2. A single amino acid change in myosin VI, W1184L, abolishes
binding to Dab2. Myosin VI and Dab2 colocalize at clathrin-coated pits and vesicles in

1

ARH is necessary for efficient LDLR uptake in hepatocytes and lymphocytes, but not in fibroblasts
(Garcia et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2003; Norman et al., 1999; Wilund et al., 2002; Zuliani et al., 1999).
Humans and mice with mutations in the autosomal recessive hypercholesterolemia (arh) gene have
increased levels of plasma LDL and inhibition of LDLR endocytosis in hepatocytes.
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Caco-2 cells, and in HeLa cells overexpressing GFP-tagged mutant myosin VI
(W1184L), myosin VI is not targeted to clathrin-coated structures (Morris et al., 2002a).
In addition to binding Dab2, myosin VI binds to PtdIns(4,5)P2 containing lipid
membranes, and this results in a conformational change in the motor protein which
allows for dimerization (Spudich et al., 2007) (Figure 1.7). HomoFRET analysis of
myosin VI fluorophores in human ARPE-19 cells indicates that the tail domains are
brought into close proximity in an orientation that has been shown to cause dimerization
in in vitro studies (Altman et al., 2007). Dimerized myosin VI walks progressively along
actin filaments (Rock et al., 2001). This is thought to facilitate the invagination of
clathrin-coated pits (Figure 1.7).
Like Dab2, the other mammalian homolog of Disabled, Dab1, is an adaptor
protein. Dab1 is part of the Reelin signaling pathway which controls neuroblast migration
during brain development (Herz and Chen, 2006). Upon binding of Reelin to Very Low
Density Lipoprotein Receptor (VLDLR) and ApoE Receptor 2 (ApoER2), Dab1 interacts
with the NPXY motifs in the cytoplasmic tails of these receptors and becomes tyrosine
phosphorylated by SRC family tyrosine kinases (SFKs) (Figure 1.8). This leads to a
signaling cascade which in turn alters the arrangement of the actin cytoskeleton and
promotes microtubule stability. In addition to its role in signaling, Dab1 may also
regulate the internalization of the Reelin receptors VLDLR and ApoER2 (Morimura et
al., 2005).
In the adult brain, Dab1 is thought to play a role in activating NMDA receptors to
enhance long-term potentiation (Herz and Chen, 2006). The binding of Reelin to VLDLR
and ApoER2 in certain postsynaptic cells causes Dab1 to bind to the receptors’ NPXY
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Figure 1.7: An interaction between Dab2 and myosin VI may mediate the formation
of clathrin-coated pits. The tail domain of myosin VI binds to Dab2 and to
PtdIns(4,5)P2 and leads to the dimerization of myosin VI. The dimerized motor protein is
thought to walk toward the minus ends of actin filaments facilitating the invagination of
clathrin-coated pits.
From Spudich et al. (2007).
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Figure 1.8: Dab1 is an adapter protein in the Reelin signaling pathway. Dab1 binds
to NPXY mofits in the cytoplasmic tails of the receptors VLDLR and ApoER2 when
their ligand, Reelin, is bound to the receptors. During development, this initiates a
signaling cascade which controls neuroblast migration in the developing brain. In the
adult brain, this leads to the activation of NMDA receptors to enhance long-term
potentiation.
From Herz and Chen (2006).
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motifs, leading SFKs to tyrosine phosphorylate NMDA receptors (Figure 1.8). This
tyrosine phosphorylation increases Ca2+ influx through NMDA receptors, which in turn
can lead to activation of the transcription factor CREB and the expression of genes
involved in synaptic plasticity.
Although most of what is known about the function of Disabled proteins has
come from studies of mammalian Dab1 and Dab2, recent research focused on the single
C. elegans homolog, Ce-Dab-1, finds a conserved role in clathrin-mediated endocytosis.
Ce-Dab-1 binds in vitro to the lipoprotein receptors LRP-1 and LRP-2 (Kamikura and
Cooper, 2003), to clathrin and to the C. elegans homolog of the α-adaptin subunit of AP2 (Kamikura and Cooper, 2006). In vivo studies using a null mutant show that Ce-Dab-1
is required for endocytosis of yolk proteins by the lipoprotein receptor RME-2 in oocytes,
as well as endocytosis of solutes by macrophage-like coelomocytes (Holmes et al., 2007).
Ce-Dab-1 localizes in AP2-containing vesicles and this localization is disrupted when
clathrin or AP-2 is depleted through RNAi.
Most recently, a genetic interaction has been shown to exist between dab-1 and
both itsn-1 (the C. elegans homolog of dap160) and ehs-1 (the C. elegans homolog of
esp15), two genes which encode proteins known to function in synaptic vesicle
trafficking (Wang et al., 2008). Dap160/Intersectin and Eps15 have been shown to be
binding partners in C. elegans, Drosophila and mammalian cells, and are essential for
normal levels of synaptic vesicle endocytosis (Majumdar et al., 2006; Koh et al., 2007;
Wang et al., 2008; Sengar et al., 1999). Ce-Dab-1 was identified through a yeast two
hybrid screen as a protein with affinity for ITSN-1/Intersectin (Wang et al., 2008).
Although dab-1 null mutants exhibit mild defects in growth and egg-laying and have
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uncoordinated locomotion and both itsn-1 null mutants and ehs-1 null mutants have
normal development and locomotion, itsn-1;dab-1 and ehs-1;dab-1 double mutants
exhibit severe and progressive paralysis and subsequent lethality in the larval stage of
development. This indicates that Ce-Dab-1 may function in the same pathway as
Intersectin and Eps15.
The recovery of a new TS mutant of Drosophila disabled, dabEC1, with both
motor defects and a synaptic phenotype at restrictive temperature, also points to a role for
Disabled in synaptic transmission. The present analysis of dabEC1 finds evidence
consistent with a conserved role for Disabled in endocytosis as well. Further analysis of
the dabEC1 mutant is expected to broaden our understanding of the in vivo molecular
mechanisms of synaptic transmission.

Chapter 2
Materials and Methods

2.1 Fly Stocks
CS Iso 2,3A (Canton-S, isogenic 2nd and 3rd) and cacTS2;;Ly/TM6c, used for the
mutagenesis screen, were from our laboratory stock collection. Our Canton-S (CS) stock
was used to generate the CS Iso 2,3A stock which was isogenic for the second and third
chromosomes. cacTS2;;dabEC1/TM6c, dabEC1/TM6b, and dabEC1/TM6c heterozygous
stocks were maintained because dabEC1 homozygotes were infertile.
R Ly Sb Ser/TM6b from our laboratory stock collection carried the four visible
markers R (Roughened), Ly (Lyra), Stubble (SB) and Serrate (Ser). Since the e(cac)661
chromosome had a rough eye phenotype, the third chromosome used for meiotic mapping
carried the three visible markers Ly, Sb and Ser and was constructed through
recombination between R Ly Sb Ser and a CS wild-type chromosome.
Deficiency mapping was performed using the Bloomington Stock Center
Deficiency Kit for the left arm of chromosome 3 (3L). Df(3L)81k19 (Bloomington Stock
#2998) with breakpoints 73A3;74F was the chromosome from the kit which failed to
complement e(cac)661 (later renamed dabEC1). A second round of deficiency mapping
used

deficiency

chromosomes

Df(3L)ED223

(Bloomington

Stock

#

8079),

Df(3L)ED4674 (Bloomington Stock # 8098), Df(3L)ED4685 (Bloomington Stock #
8099), Df(3L)Exel6132 (Bloomington Stock # 7611), and Df(3L)E4710 (Bloomington
Stock # 8100). In a final cross, Df(3L)Exel6130 (Bloomington Stock #7609) with
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breakpoints 73B5;73D1 was the smallest deficiency which failed to complement
e(cac)661. Complementation tests were performed with a chromosome carrying the
zetaCOPe00020 allele which is a putative lethal p-element insertion allele (Bloomington
Stock # 17808) and with abl – nrt – chromosomes (Liebl et al., 2003) kindly provided by
Dr. Eric C. Liebl (nrt is within the cytological region 73B5;73D1, while abl is not).
For Western blots and/or immunocytochemistry Canton-S, shiTS1 and comtST17
were from our laboratory stock collection and UAS-Dab.W (stock #9511 ) and dabEY10190
(stock #16974) were from Bloomington Stock Center .
All stocks were cultured on a cornmeal, molasses and yeast medium with the
following recipe: 1000 ml cornmeal, 1000 ml molasses, 400 ml brewers yeast, 108 g
agar, 40 ml proprionic acid, 90 ml 20% tegosept (p-methoxy benzoic acid) in 95%
ethanol and 9 L water.

2.2 Mutagenesis and Crosses for Genetic Screen
Groups of approximately 30 CS ISO 2,3A male flies were allowed to starve for
three hours. Each group of males was then transferred to a plastic vial containing
kimwipesTM soaked with 2 ml of a solution made by adding 0.13 ml of 25 mM ethyl
methanesulfonate (EMS) to 50 ml of 1.6% sucrose. After 24 hours of exposure to the
EMS solution, the males were transferred to bottles and mated with an equal number of
cacTS2;;Ly/TM6c virgin females. After five days, the males were discarded. F1 males each
carrying a unique mutagenized third chromosomes, denoted 3*, were backcrossed to
cacTS2;;Ly/TM6c virgin females. F2 cacTS2;;3*/TM6c siblings were crossed to obtain F3
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cacTS2;;3* homozygotes which were screened to identify modifiers of the cacTS
behavioral phenotype at 36˚C and 12˚C.

2.3 Screening and Behavioral Analysis
For screening, transparent plastic vials sealed with rayon plugs were submerged
for a minimum of five minutes in a water bath preheated to 36ºC, with the plugs below
the water line. Up to six two-day-old flies from a given line were added to a vial and
observed for three minutes for deviations from cacTS2 behavior. cacTS2 flies exhibit motor
defects at 36ºC, walking briefly and falling down but not flying. Lines exhibiting
temperature-sensitive paralysis were classified as carrying enhancers of cacTS2. An
identical process was undertaken at 12ºC for each of the lines tested at 36ºC. Behavioral
analysis was performed in a similar manner. Groups of six flies were tested and the time
until three flies paralyzed was recorded as the time for 50% paralysis, with five groups of
flies tested for each genotype. The enhancer e(cac)661, isolated from cacTS2, was tested at
38ºC in the same manner as described for the screen.

2.4 Meiotic Recombination and Deficiency Mapping
Recombination mapping for e(cac)661 was performed in a cac+ background. The
strategy was influenced by the fact that e(cac)661 homozygotes are not fertile. Ly Sb
Ser/e(cac)661 virgin females (i.e., females with e(cac)661 in trans to a chromosome with
the three visible markers Lyra (Ly), Stubble (Sb) and Serrate (Ser)) were crossed with
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e(cac)661/TM6b. Recombination could then occur in females during meiosis. Since
e(cac)661 is recessive, the F1 progeny which did not have the balancer TM6b were scored
for the visible markers and then screened for temperature-sensitive motor defects at 38ºC.
Of the 452 parental and recombinant chromosomes which were recovered, only 136 were
in trans to e(cac)661 while the remaining 316 were in trans to the balancer TM6b. This
was consistent with the observation that flies homozygous for e(cac)661 have reduced
viability when compared with flies heterozygous for e(cac)661. Because of this and
additional data to be discussed in Chapter 3, the recombination mapping results were
considered as mainly suggestive and deficiency mapping was performed.
Deficiency mapping was done in a cac+ background. Each of the 54 deficiency
chromosomes from the deficiency kit for the left arm of the third chromosome available
from Bloomington Stock Center was put in trans to the e(cac)661 chromosome and these
flies were screened for temperature-sensitive motor defects at 38ºC. Additional
deficiency chromosomes where used to more finely map the e(cac)661 locus.

2.5 Molecular Biology

2.5.1 Extraction of Genomic DNA
Genomic DNA was used for the sequencing of candidate genes to isolate the
e(cac)661 mutation. For each sample, six to ten flies were anesthetized with CO2 and put
into a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube. Then 200 μl of Solution A (0.1M Tris-Cl, 0.1 M EDTA,
1% SDS) was added and the flies were homogenized with a pestle. After incubation for
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20 minutes at 70ºC, 28 μl of 8 M potassium acetate was added and the sample was gently
mixed. The sample was left on ice for 30 minutes and then centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for
15 minutes at 4ºC. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh eppendorf tube, 0.5
volumes of isopropyl alcohol was added, and the sample was gently mixed and then
centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 10 minutes at room temperature. The DNA pellet was then
washed with 200 μl of 70% ethyl alcohol, the sample centrifuged for an additional 10
minutes at room temperature, the 70% ethyl alcohol removed and the pellet dried in a
37ºC incubator for approximately 15 minutes. The DNA was resuspended in 15 μl of
Milli Q H2O. For polymerase chain reaction (PCR), 1:50 or 1:100 dilutions were used.

2.5.2 Extraction of messenger RNA (mRNA)
Fifty fly heads were collected and put on ice in a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube. 100 μl of
homogenization buffer (3 M LiCl, 6 M Urea) was added and the heads were
homogenized with a pestle by grinding for 30 seconds, mixing, grinding for an additional
30 seconds, leaving on ice for 1 minute and grinding for a final 30 seconds. The sample
was then incubated first on ice for 30 minutes and then at -20ºC for 2 hours. The RNA
was pelleted by centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 15 minutes at 4ºC. The supernatant was
removed and the RNA dissolved in 200 μl of resuspension buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH
7.6, 0.5% SDS). Then an equal volume of 25:24:1 phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol
was added, and the sample was shaken and spun for 8 minutes at 14,000 rpm at 4ºC to
separate the phases. The aqueous phase was collected and transferred to a fresh 1.5 ml
eppendorf tube. Then 100 μl of 24:1 chloroform/isoamyl alcohol was added and the
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sample was shaken and centrifuged for 3 minutes at 14,000 rpm at 4ºC to separate the
phases. The aqueous phase was collected and transferred to a fresh 1.5 ml eppendorf
tube. One-tenth volume of 4 M NaCl and 3 volumes 100% ethanol were added and the
sample was incubated at -20ºC overnight. Then the RNA was centrifuged at 14,000 rpm
for 15 minutes at 4ºC and the supernatant was removed. The pellet was washed with 200
μl of 70% ethanol, dried in a 37ºC incubator and resuspended in 13.75 μl of DEPC H2O
(3 ml DEPC in 1.5 L distilled H2O).

2.5.3 Synthesis of complementary DNA (cDNA)
The RNA from 50 fly heads resuspended in 13.75 μl of DEPC H2O was mixed
with 1.25 μl RNasin (Promega 40,000 U/ml), 5.00 μl random primers, 10.00 μl 5 mM
dNTP mix, 10.00 μl 5X MuLV Buffer (BRL) and 5.00 μl BRL MuLV Reverse
Transcriptase (200 U/μl). The sample was incubated for 60 minutes at 37ºC. A 1:5
dilution was used for polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

2.5.4 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
A Strategene Robocycler gradient 40 PCR machine was used to perform hot start
PCR. Each 50 μl reaction was prepared by first preparing a 45 μl reaction mixture of 28.0
μl of Milli Q water, 9.0 μl of 5X DNA polymerase buffer, 2.0 μl of 5 mM dNTPs ( 5 mM
each of dATP, dTTP, dCTP and dGTP), 2.0 μl of 5 mM forward primer, 2.0 μl of 5 mM
reverse primer and 2.0 μl of template genomic DNA or cDNA (or Milli Q water for
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controls). An enzyme mixture was then prepared containing 3.0 μl Milli Q water, 1.0 μl
of 5X DNA polymerase buffer and 1.0 μl TAQ DNA polymerase for each reaction. The
PCR machine was programmed as follows: 1 minute 30 seconds for denaturing at 94ºC, 1
minute for annealing of primers at various temperatures depending on the template, and 1
minute per 1,000 base pairs of template for synthesis of the DNA product at 72ºC. The
machine was programmed for 35 cycles plus a final cycle of 72ºC for 6 minutes. For the
first cycle, the 45 μl reaction mixtures were placed in the machine and exposed to 94ºC
during which time 5.0 μl of reaction mixture was added to each sample. Then the
program was allowed to continue. Once the program ran to completion, the samples were
stored at 4ºC.

2.6 Biochemistry

2.6.1 Antibodies
For Western Blotting, the following primary antibodies were used: a rabbit
polyclonal antibody raised against a C-terminal polypeptide of Dab (amino acids 16002022 of the deduced amino acid sequence from L08845) (Gertler et al., 1993) generously
provided by Dr. Eric C. Liebl (1:500 dilution) was used to detect Disabled; anti-syntaxin
monoclonal antibody (mAB8C3) from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB)
(1:10 dilution) was used to detect SNARE complexes as well as syntaxin monomer;
monoclonal anti-acetylated anti-tubulin from Sigma, MO was used as a loading control
(1:200,000 to 1:2,000,000 dilutions). Secondary antibodies used were HRP-conjugated
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anti-mouse IgG from GE Health Care (1:5,000 dilution) and HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit
IgG from Amersham Biosciences (1:10,000 dilution).
For immunocytochemistry the following antibodies were used: for Dab, rabbit
polyclonal anti-Dab (Gertler et al., 1993, provided by Dr. Eric C. Liebl) (1:500 dilution);
for detection of BRP, an active zone marker, mABnc82 generously provided by Dr.
Stephan Sigrist (1:50 dilution); for detection of neuronal plasma membrane, Cy5conjugated HRP from Jackson Immunoresearch Labs, PA (1:200 dilution). Secondary
antibodies used were Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (1:200 dilution) and
Alexa Fluor 568-conjugated anti-mouse IgG (1:200 dilution), both from Invitrogen.

2.6.2 Western Blotting
For analysis of SNARE complexes, flies raised at 20°C were either rapidly frozen
in liquid nitrogen or exposed to 38°C for 10 minutes and then rapidly frozen in liquid
nitrogen. Fly heads were removed by repeated vortexing and freezing in liquid nitrogen
and were collected under a Leica MS4 microscope. Heads were then homogenized with a
pestle in 1X SDS sample buffer (125 mM Tris-HCl/SDS pH 6.8, 10% glycerol, 2% SDS,
1% mercaptolethanol and 0.5% bromophenol blue). Following centrifugation for 1
minute at 14,000 rpm, supernatant equivalent to .4 heads was loaded into wells in 9%
SDS-polyacrylamide gel and run in 1X SDS electrophoresis buffer (25 mM Tris, 190 mM
glycine and 1% SDS) at a current of 15 mA per gel for one hour. A low range prestained
SDS-PAGE size standard (Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA) was loaded and run as well, to
allow estimation of protein size.
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For analysis of Dab, flies raised at room temperature (~22°C) were rapidly frozen
in liquid nitrogen, and the heads were removed by repeated vortexing and freezing in
liquid nitrogen, and then collected. Heads were homogenized in 1X SDS sample buffer,
boiled for 3 minutes and then centrifuged for 1 minute at 14,000 rpm. Supernatant
equivalent to 1 head was loaded into wells in 7.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and run in
1X SDS electrophoresis buffer at a current of 15 mA per gel for one hour. A dual range
prestained SDS-PAGE size standard (Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA) was used for estimation
of protein size.
For both the SNARE and Dab analysis, the proteins were transferred to
nicrocellulose membranes following gel electrophoresis. Gels were electroblotted to the
nicrocellulose membranes in transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, 190 mM glycine and 20%
methanol) at room temperature with a constant voltage of 14 volts overnight. The
membranes were blocked with 1X PBS (Brown’s Lab – 171 mM NaCl, 4 mM Na2HPO4,
3.4 mM KCl and 1.84 mM KH2PO4, adjust pH to 7.5 with 1 N NaOH) containing 5%
non-fat dry milk for one hour at room temperature with constant agitation. Following
this, membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C with constant agitation in primary
antibody solution (primary antibody diluted in the blocking buffer of 1X PBS containing
5% non-fat dry milk), washed three times with 1X PBST (0.1% Tween-20 in 1X PBS)
for 10 minutes each time, and incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies
diluted in blocking buffer for two hours at room temperature. The membranes were again
washed three times with 1X PBST for ten minutes each time. The ECL Plus detection kit
from Amersham Biosciences, IL was used to detect the secondary antibodies. Solutions A
and B from the kit were mixed in a ratio of 40:1 and applied to the membranes, which
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were then incubated for five minutes at room temperature in the dark. After draining off
the detection reagent, the membranes were both scanned with a phosphor image scanner
(STORM 860 – Cavaner’s Lab) and exposed to X-ray film (Amersham Biosciences, IL).

2.6.3 Immunocytochemistry
Third instar larval or adult dorsal longitudinal muscle (DLM) dissections were
performed in 1.8 mM Ca2+ and 4 mM Mg2+ saline solution (36 mM sucrose, 128 mM
NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl2, 4 mM MgCl2, 5 mM Hepes, and add NaOH to adjust
pH to 7.0). The preparations were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in the saline solution
at room temperature for thirty minutes. Preparations were then rinsed three times for ten
minutes each time, the first time in the saline solution, the second time in 1X PBS
(Brown’s lab) and the third time in 1X PBT (0.2% Triton X-100 in 1X PBS). Next, the
preparations were incubated in a blocking solution of 1X PBT containing 5% normal goat
serum for one hour at room temperature with constant agitation. The preparations were
then incubated in primary antibody diluted in blocking solution at 4°C overnight.
Preparations were washed two times in 1X PBT and three times in 1X PBS for six
minutes each time and then incubated in either secondary antibody or the plasma
membrane marker Cy-5-conjugated anti-HRP, diluted in 1X PBS containing 5% normal
goat serum, for two hours at room temperature in the dark at constant agitation.
Preparations were washed five times with 1X PBS for six minutes each time and then
mounted in a medium of 1X PBS containing 50% glycerol.
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2.7 Confocal Microscopy
Confocal immunofluorescence imaging was performed in the Cytometry Facility
at the Pennsylvania State University using an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope
(Tokyo, Japan). Images of mounted larval and adult DLM preparations were collected
using a PlanApo 60 x 1.4 numerical aperture oil objective (Olympus Optical) and a 0.2
μm z-step size. Fluoview software (Olympus, Japan) was used for acquisition and
processing of the images.

Chapter 3

A Role for Drosophila Disabled in Synaptic Transmission

3.1 Third Chromosome Screen for Modifiers of cacTS2
The cacophony gene encodes the α1 subunit of the primary presynaptic voltagegated calcium channels involved in neurotransmitter release. The temperature-sensitive
(TS) paralytic mutant, cacTS2, has a behavioral phenotype which can be exploited to
isolate genetic modifiers involved in synaptic transmission. Although wild-type at room
temperature, when exposed to 38°C, cacTS2 flies rapidly paralyze. At 36°C, they exhibit
motor defects but can still move around; they fall on their backs and stand up again.
Therefore, 36°C is an ideal temperature to screen for both enhancers and suppressors of
the cacTS2 phenotype.
A forward genetic screen was performed to isolate modifiers of cacTS2 on the third
chromosome (Figure 3.1). CS ISO 2,3A male flies were exposed to ethyl
methanesulfonate (EMS) and then mated with cacTS2;;Ly/TM6c virgin females. F1 males
were individually backcrossed to cacTS2;;Ly/TM6c virgin females. Then F2 siblings were
crossed, all of which carried the mutagenized third chromosome over the balancer and
were homozygous for cacTS2. F3 homozygotes were then screened at 36°C for modifiers
of cacTS2. 2

2

F3 homozygotes were also screened at 12°C. cacTS2 has a phenotype at 12°C similar to that at 36°C. No
modifiers of cacTS2 were recovered at 12°C.
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Figure 3.1: Third Chromosome Screen for Modifiers of cacTS2.
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As indicated in Table 3.1, 4208 F1 crosses and 2430 F2 crosses were set up. F3
homozygotes were produced by 353 lines which were then screened. Twenty-four
enhancers of cacTS2 were recovered. The 24 lines which produced enhancers of the cacTS2
TS behavioral phenotype were then screened for enhancement of the electrophysiological
phenotype by Dr. Fumiko Kawasaki. At restrictive temperatures, cacTS2 shows a marked
reduction in excitatory postsynaptic current amplitude in two-electrode voltage clamp
recordings at adult DLM neuromuscular synapses, and this reduction increases as
temperature is increased incrementally from 33°C to 38°C. (Kawasaki et al., 2000a). The
24 candidate lines were screened for enhancement of this electrophysiological phenotype
to isolate those mutants whose gene products play a role in synaptic transmission. A
single candidate was recovered (data not shown), referred to as enhancer of cacTS2 line
661, e(cac)661.

3.2 Enhancer of cacTS2, e(cac)661
In this and the following sections, the behavioral, biochemical and
electrophysiological phenotypes of the enhancer e(cac)661 are characterized. Genetic
mapping and sequencing of candidate genes identify the molecular lesion responsible for
these phenotypes. This analysis reveals a role for Disabled in synaptic transmission.
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Table 3.1: Overview of the genetic screen.

4208

F1 crosses set up

3225

F1 crosses produced progeny

2430

F1 crosses produced progeny for F2 and F2 set up

353

Lines with F3 homozygotes screened at 36ºC and 12ºC

24

Candidate lines which exhibited paralysis at 36ºC
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3.2.1 Behavioral Phenotype of e(cac)661
As indicated in Table 3.2, cacTS2 exhibits motor defects at 36°C, while
cacTS2;;e(cac)661 paralyzes rapidly. The mean time to 50% paralysis for cacTS2;;e(cac)661
is 0.55 ± 0.046 (n=5) minutes (Figure 3.2). On the other hand, cacTS2;;e(cac)661/TM6b has
the cacTS2 phenotype at 36°C, indicating that e(cac)661 is a recessive enhancer of cacTS2.
When e(cac)661 is isolated from cacTS2, it is wild-type at room temperature, but exhibits
motor defects at 38°C - i.e., it has a TS behavioral phenotype. e(cac)661 flies walk slowly,
fall down and get back up at 38°C and sometimes paralyze for variable periods of time.
The heterozygotes e(cac)661/TM6b are wild-type at 38°C, indicating that e(cac)661 is a
recessive mutation.
e(cac)661 homozygotes are not fertile so heterozygous stocks were maintained.
Homozygotes exhibit reduced viability with a minority having shriveled wings and an
unhealthy appearance. The e(cac)661 third chromosome recovered in the screen had a
rough eye phenotype caused by the mutagenisis. e(cac)661 was subsequently isolated from
the mutation responsible for the rough eye phenotype by recombination.

3.2.2 Results of Meiotic Recombination and Deficiency Mapping
Recombination mapping in a cac+ background was performed as a first step to
narrow down the location of e(cac)661 on the third chromosome. Since e(cac)661
homozygotes are not fertile, the cross used for mapping was Ly Sb Ser/e(cac)661 virgin
females crossed with e(cac)661/TM6b males. The F1 progeny were scored for the visible
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Table 3.2: Behavioral phenotype of e(cac)661.
Genotype

Behavior at
36˚C

cacTS2

Motor Defects

cacTS2;;e(cac)661

TS Paralytic
(Enhanced)

cacTS2;;e(cac)661/TM6b

Motor Defects
(same as cacTS2)

Genotype

Behavior at
38˚C

cacTS2

TS Paralytic

e(cac)661
e(cac)661/TM6b

12
50
Tim e to 50% paralysis (m in)

Motor Defects

36°C

10
49
8
6
4
2

0.55

0
cacTS2

cacTS2;e(cac)661

Figure 3.2: Time to 50% paralysis for cacTS2;e(cac)661.

Wild-Type
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markers Ly, Sb and Ser and then, since e(cac)661 is recessive, those not over the balancer
were screened at 38°C for TS motor defects.
As the data in Table 3.3 show, of the 452 parental and recombinant chromosomes
recovered, only 136, or 30.10%, were over the chromosome carrying the e(cac)661
mutation. This reflects the fact that e(cac)661 homozygotes have reduced viability relative
to heterozygotes and wild-type flies. This reduced viability indicates that the results of
recombination mapping would likely be biased since recombinants carrying the e(cac)661
mutation are less likely to survive than those not carrying the mutation. To further
analyze this issue, the recombination frequencies between the three visible markers were
calculated separately for the balancer versus non-balancer flies. A comparison of Tables
3.4 and 3.5 shows that the recombination frequency between Ly and Sb for the nonbalancer flies is approximately ⅓ of that for balancer flies, pointing to a potential bias in
the results.
Although classical recombination mapping is not possible in these circumstances,
the data provide insight into the location of the e(cac)661 locus. As Table 3.6 shows, even
though there are relatively fewer Ly+ recombinants among the non-balancer flies, a
correlation can be observed which indicates a linkage between e(cac)661 and Ly. Of the
106 flies recovered with Ly in trans to e(cac)661, 104, or 98.11% exhibited no TS motor
defects, yet of the 30 flies recovered with Ly+ in trans to e(cac)661, 26, or 86.67% did
exhibit TS motor defects. These results suggest that e(cac)661 is located on the left arm of
the third chromosome, possibly near the Ly locus.
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Table 3.3: Results of recombination mapping with three visible markers.
e(cac)661
Ly Sb Ser
Ly+ Sb+ Ser+
Ly Sb Ser+
Ly Sb+ Ser+
Ly+ Sb Ser
Ly+ Sb+ Ser
Ly+ Sb Ser+
Ly Sb+ Ser
Total

Motor
defects
2
23
0
0
0
3
0
0
28

No motor
Defects
68
2
32
2
1
0
1
2
108

TM6b
90
111
44
16
21
31
1
2
316

Table 3.4: Recombination frequency between visible marker pairs for balancer flies.
TM6b
Pair of visible markers
Ly Sb
Sb Ser
Ly Ser

Recombination frequency
12.66 %
24.68 %
37.34 %

Table 3.5: Recombination frequency between visible marker pairs for non-balancer
flies.
e(cac)661
Pair of visible markers
Ly Sb
Sb Ser
Ly Ser

Recombination frequency
4.41 %
27.94 %
32.35 %

Table 3.6: Correlation between Ly and e(cac)661.
TM6b
Ly
Ly+

152
164

e(cac)661
Motor defects
No motor defects
2
104
26
4
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Deficiency mapping was performed to further isolate the e(cac)661 locus.
Deficiency chromosomes where put in trans to the e(cac)661 chromosome. Two day old
flies carrying these chromosomes were screened at 38°C for motor defects. Fifty-four
chromosomes from the deficiency kit for the left arm of the third chromosome available
from Bloomington Stock Center were used for the first round of mapping. The
chromosome Df(3L)81K19 was the only chromosome in the kit which failed to
complement the e(cac)661 TS behavioral phenotype, placing e(cac)661 in the cytological
region 73A3;74F (Figure 3.3).
In the second round of deficiency mapping, five smaller deficiencies spanning the
73A3;74F cytological region where put in trans to e(cac)661, two of which failed to
complement the TS phenotype of e(cac)661 (Figure 3.3). The areas of overlap between
Df(3L)ED223 and Df(3L)ED4674, both of which failed to complement the TS phenotype,
placed e(cac)661 within the cytological region 73B5;73D5. In a final round of deficiency
mapping, the smallest deficiency which failed to complement e(cac)661 was
Df(3L)Exel6130 (Figure 3.3). This mapped e(cac)661 to the cytological region 73B5;73D1
which contains the 18 candidate genes depicted in Figure 3.4.

3.2.3 Candidate Gene Analysis
The genes zetaCOP and nrt were eliminated as candidates for e(cac)661 by
complementation testing with lethal and null mutations. PCR amplification of candidates
CG13025 and CG13032 using the genomic DNA of e(cac)661 and CS ISO 2,3A, and
subsequent sequencing of these genes revealed no changes in e(cac)661 relative to the
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Figure 3.3: Type Caption Here
;kdjkj

Figure 3.3: Deficiency mapping of e(cac)661. Deficiency mapping was performed by
putting the e(cac)661 chromosome in trans to the deficiency and screening for the
e(cac)661 behavioral phenotype at 38°C. The red and green bars represent the areas
deleted by the deficiencies for chromosomes which either fail to complement, or
complement, e(cac)661.
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Figure 3.4: Candidate genes in the region deleted in Df(3L)Exel6130, the smallest
deficiency which fails to complement e(cac)661.
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parent chromosome. The candidate gene Lasp had a large genomic region and several
large introns. Therefore, sequencing of the open reading frame obtained by PCR
amplification of cDNA using primers in the 5′UTR and 3′UTR was undertaken. The PCR
amplification using both e(cac)661 and CS ISO2,3A revealed what appeared to be four
nonspecific bands upon agarose gel electrophorysis. Sequencing verified that three bands
were nonspecific, but the fourth was a previously unreported splice variant of Lasp with
an open reading frame of approximately 1 kb in length. This splice variant had no
nucleotide changes in e(cac)661 relative to the parent chromosome. A similar approach of
sequencing cDNA was undertaken with the candidate gene disabled, although sequencing
of genomic DNA was employed as well due to the presence of several splice variants
which added complexity to the sequencing process.

3.3 Molecular Analysis of disabled
The disabled gene was originally cloned in the Hoffmann lab and the sequence
was submitted to GenBank under Accession Number L08845 (Gertler et al., 1993, 1996).
The current reference sequence (RefSeq) is Accession Number NM_079395. There is
only one splice variant on record with ten exons encoding a 2224 amino acid protein. The
genomic region spanning the 5′UTR through the 3′UTR is reported to be 10,848 bases.
The 5′UTR is reported as 1070 bps in length, so the open reading frame starts at
nucleotide 1071 in the genomic sequence. It was necessary to compare the dab sequence
of the parent chromosome used in the mutagenesis to the reported sequence (in Flybase
and GenBank), and to the sequence from e(cac)661, to identify any molecular lesions in
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the latter. The eight primers Dab-A through Dab-H were designed to amplify four
overlapping regions of dab cDNA. The primer pairs were Dab-A/Dab-C, Dab-B/Dab-E,
Dab-D/Dab-G and Dab-F/Dab-H as depicted by the colored arrows in Table 3.7. When
the RT-PCR products were run on agarose gel, multiple bands were present and two
approaches were taken, sequencing of these and additional RT-PCR products and PCR
amplification of genomic DNA for sequencing.
When genomic DNA was used as a template, the three primer pairs Dab-B/Dab-E,
Dab-D/Dab-G and Dab-F/Dab-H produced PCR products of approximately 2 kb in
length, and these were sequenced using the primers which generated them as well as
additional primers listed in Table 3.7. For the N-terminus, two fragments were amplified
by PCR of genomic DNA using the primer pairs Dab-A/Dab-2920 and Dab-2785/Dab-C
and these products were sequenced as well. The sequencing of these five segments from
both the parent and e(cac)661 chromosomes allowed for sequence comparison of the entire
genomic region from the end of the 5′UTR to the beginning of the 3′UTR.
RT-PCR of both the parent and e(cac)661 chromosomes using these same five
primer pairs revealed intron-exon boundaries consistent with the reported coding
sequence for four of the regions, those amplified by Dab-A/Dab-2920, Dab-B/Dab-E,
Dab-D/Dab-G and Dab-F/Dab-H. Dab-C was not able to amplify any cDNA from the dab
gene, so the primer pair Dab-2785/Dab-E was used, and three bands of interest were
present when the RT-PCR product was run on agarose gel. Sequencing of these three
bands revealed three splice variants. The first is the single splice variant in the Flybase
annotation, Dab-RA, which includes the 10 complete exons and is depicted as splice
variant 1 in Figure 3.5. The second variant, denoted splice variant 2 in Figure 3.5, is
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Table 3.7: Primers used in dab sequencing.
Sequence

Orientation

Dab-A
Dab-B
Dab-C
Dab-D
Dab-E
Dab-F
Dab-G
Dab-H

5′-cacacaacagagaggcccgg-3′
5′-ggagctcagctccggcagcc-3′
5′-ggagcgggcagcggatcggg-3′
5′-ctcagcagatcggtatgccg-3′
5′-cgatctttggcctgggcgac-3′
5′-gtccaagctacgatttcgac-3′
5′-atcgcgactatctaggctgc-3′
5′-cgctgctgctgatagtagtg-3′

Forward
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Reverse
Reverse

Position of 1st
nucleotide in
genomic sequence
920
4572
4992
6478
6723
8342
8583
10340

Dab-1599
Dab-2785
Dab-2920
Dab-3499
Dab-5399
Dab-6606
Dab-7365

5′-agttcccagcggaaggaatg-3′
5′-ggcgcgccagcagatccagg-3′
5′-ggatgagattcctccgctgg-3′
5′-acacgtccaaagtggtgagc-3′
5′-gtgaggaaccgtcccacagc-3′
5′-cagagggcttggaggtgaac-3′
5′-tcagcacgtcgccgattccc-3′

Forward
Forward
Reverse
Forward
Forward
Forward
Forward

1599
2785
2920
3499
5399
6606
7365

Primer Name
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structurally identical to one of two variants reported in Gertler et al. (1993) and does not
include exon 5 or the first 225 base pairs of exon 6. The other variant in Gertler et al.
(1993) is structurally equivalent to splice variant 1 but with the inclusion of the intron
between exons 5 and 6. They referred to the region including exon 5, the intron between
exons 5 and 6 and the first 225 base pairs in exon 6 as the alternatively spliced exon and
noted that when this exon is not included, amino acids 462-674 are removed. According
to the current sequencing and the Flybase annotation, amino acids 462-614 are removed
by splice variant 2, since the additional 60 amino acids associated with the 180 base pairs
in the intron are not included. In splice variant 3 (Figure 3.5), exon 5 is present, but the
first 225 base pairs in exon 6 are removed. Note that amino acid 615 (as defined by splice
variant 1) is glutamic acid and its codon, GAA, stradles the intron-exon boundary present
in splice variants 2 and 3. In these splice variants, the first nucleotide G is removed, but a
G is the last nucleotide of both exon 4 and exon 5, so amino acid 615 is preserved as a
glutamic acid during splicing.
The sequencing revealed several other differences in the parent and e(cac)661
chromosomes relative to the annotated sequence (Accession Number NM_079395).
Five amino acid differences were found (Figure 3.5), but each of these differences was
also present in the original sequence L08845 as well as in all five chromosomes
sequenced by Liebl et al. (2003) when five dab mutants were shown to be nrt mutants
instead. Sequencing also revealed an insertion and a deletion. A three base-pair insertion
just after nucleotide 7152 in the genomic sequence adds a glutamine after amino acid
1297. This difference was also in the original sequence L08845. Finally, a 6 base pair
deletion (base pairs 6515 - 6520) removes two amino acids and does not cause a
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disabled Gene
Alternatively Spliced
nt 4466-5105 Genomic
aa 462-614
5' UTR
2

1

Splice
variant:

G

4

3

G

5

GAA

1
4

5
G

6
AA

2
4

5
G

G

6
AA

6

7

8

9

10

Differences in parent and e(cac)661 chromosomes relative to Flybase annotation corresponding to amino acid
differences :
1) nt 5121 Genomic, N620T,
2) nt 6443 Genomic, V1061M
3) nt 6983 Genomic, Y1241D
4) nt 7143 Genomic, L1294Q
5) nt 8180 Genomic, V1594A
These 5 also in original sequence (GenBank accession
number L08845) and in all 5 chromosomes sequenced by
Liebl et al., 2003.

3
4

5

6

Figure 3.5: disabled gene structure. The dab gene has 10 exons including an
alternatively spliced region. The three splice variants found during sequencing of dab
cDNA are depiced.
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frameshift. All but one of these differences relative to the reference sequence occur in
exon 6, the largest exon.

3.3.1 Molecular Lesion in disabled
When the sequencing data from the e(cac)661 mutant chromosome was compared
with that from the parent chromosome, a nonsense mutation was found in the disabled
gene at nucleotide 2653 in the genomic sequence, which is nucleotide 402 in the coding
sequence located within exon 3. This is a T to A substitution which changes a tyrosine
(TAT) to a stop codon (TAA) (Figure 3.6). This is expected to result in a truncation of
the 2224 amino acid protein at amino acid 133 which is within the conserved
phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domain.

3.3.2 Expression of Disabled Protein
Western blotting was used to assess whether expression of the full length
Disabled protein is eliminated in e(cac)661 as predicted by the molecular lesion found in
the disabled gene. As indicated in lane 1 of Figure 3.7 panel A, the rabbit polyclonal antiDab antibody used detects full length Disabled in wild-type flies. Heterozygotes for the
deficiency Df(3L)Exel6130 (lane 2), which eliminates dab, have a reduced level of Dab
relative to wild-type. The full length Disabled protein is absent in e(cac)661 homozygotes
(lane 5) and hemizygotes (lane 3), while e(cac)661 heterozygotes (lane 4) have reduced
expression of full length Dab relative to wild-type. The specificity of the anti-Dab
antibody is verified in Figure 3.7 panel B, where it is shown that expression of a
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Figure 3.6: Nonsense mutation in disabled results in truncated protein. A T→A
mutation in disabled on the e(cac)661 chromosome changes a tyrosine residue to a
premature stop codon. This mutation comes near the end of the conserved
phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domain, and is expected to truncate the 2224 amino acid
protein at amino acid 133.
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A
Genotype

WT

Df 661 661
661
dab
+ + Df dab
+ +
DAB
250
kDa

Blot: α-DAB

150

Blot: α-TUBULIN

Lanes:

B
Genotype

TUBULIN

1

2

3

4

5

Gal4
UAS-dab

-

+
-

+
+
DAB
250
kDa
150

Blot: α-DAB

Lanes:

1

2

3

Figure 3.7: Full length Dab protein absent in e(cac)661. A, Western blot analysis of
adult fly heads using a rabbit polyclonal anti-Dab anti-body. Full length Dab is present in
wild-type (lane 1), reduced in both e(cac)661 heterozygotes (lane 4) and Df(3L)Exel6130
heterozygotes (lane 2), and absent in e(cac)661 homozygotes (lane 5) and hemizygotes
(lane 3). B, Expression of a UAS-dab transgene results in increased levels of Dab as
detected by the anti-Dab antibody used in both panels A and B, verifying the specificity
of the antibody.
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UAS-dab transgene results in increased expression of Dab as detected by the antibody
used in panels A and B.
To further study the expression of Dab in e(cac)661, a second allele of disabled,
dabEY10190, was employed. dabEY10190 has a p-element insertion in the 5′UTR of disabled.
As shown in Figure 3.8, dabEY10190 homozygotes (lane 6) have a reduced level of Dab
expression relative to both wild-type (lane 1) and e(cac)661 heterozygotes (lane 3), but do
not lack Dab expression like e(cac)661 hemizygotes (lane 2). Therefore, the p-element
insertion in the 5′UTR reduces rather than eliminates expression of full length Disabled.
When compared to dabEY10190 homozygotes (lane 6), Dab expression is further reduced
when dabEY10190 is placed over either Df(3L)Exel6130 (lane7) or e(cac)661 (lane 5).
Taken together, the results presented in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 along with the
molecular lesion confirm that the e(cac)661 locus is disabled and, therefore, e(cac)661 will
be referred to as disabled enhancer of cac 1 (dabEC1).

3.4 Synaptic Phenotype of dabEC1

As described in Section 1.1.1, in response to an action potential, neurotransmitterfilled vesicles fuse with the presynaptic plasma membrane and neurotransmitter is
released into the synaptic cleft. At the Drosophila neuromuscular synapse, the
neurotransmitter glutamate is released from active zones in the presynaptic cell and binds
to receptors on the postsynaptic cell. In response to the binding of glutamate to receptors,
ion channels open in the postsynaptic cell. The influx of positively charged ions through
these channels can be measured by the excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC). The
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Lanes:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 3.8: Full length Dab reduced in dabEY10190 and further reduced when
dabEY10190 is in trans to e(cac)661. Western analysis of adult fly heads using a rabbit
polyclonal anti-Dab antibody. dabEY10190 has a p-element insertion in the 5′UTR which
results in reduced expression of Dab (lane 6) relative to wild-type (lane 1) and e(cac)661
heterozygotes (lane 3). When compared to dabEY10190 homozygotes (lane 6), Dab
expression is further reduced when dabEY10190 is placed over either Df(3L)Exel6130
(lane7) or e(cac)661 (lane 5) providing additional evidence that e(cac)661 is disabled.
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greater is the number of glutamate-filled vesicles which release their cargo from the
presynaptic cell, the greater is the amplitude of the EPSC.
EPSCs were recorded at adult dorsal longitudinal muscle (DLM) neuromuscular
synapses at 20°C and 33°C using two-electrode voltage-clamp methods by Dr. Fumiko
Kawaski. Recordings were obtained from wild-type (WT) and dabEC1/Df(3L)Exel6130
synapses during 1Hz train stimulation. These recordings revealed that dabEC1 exhibits a
temperature-sensitive, activity-dependent decrease in EPSCs. The initial 20 EPSCs are
superimposed in panel A of Figure 3.9. Mean EPSC amplitudes as a percentage of initial
amplitude are plotted as a function of stimulus number in panel B.
At 20°C, wild-type synapses exhibited short-term depression during 1 Hz
stimulation, resulting in steady-state EPSC amplitudes reduced to 80.4 ± 0.77 % (n=9) of
the initial amplitude. In dabEC1, moderate enhancement of short-term depression at 20°C
reduced steady-state EPSC amplitudes to 66.3 ± 2.43 % (n=4).

At the restrictive

temperature of 33°C, marked enhancement of steady-state depression was observed in
dabEC1 relative to wild-type, producing steady-state EPSC amplitudes of 49.0 ± 3.16 %
(n=4) of initial amplitude in dabEC1 and 86.3 ± 2.36 % (n=5) of initial amplitude in wildtype.
An activity-dependent reduction in EPSC amplitudes is observed in two other TS
paralytic mutants in Drosophila, comatose and shibire (see Section 1.1.2). comatose
encodes NSF and shibire encodes dynamin. Each of these proteins is involved in synaptic
vesicle trafficking, NSF disassembling SNARE complexes after vesicle fusion and
dynamin pinching off endocytic vesicles to allow internalization. In addition to their
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Figure 3.9: dabEC1 exhibits a temperature-sensitive, activity-dependent decrease in
excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs). EPSCs were recorded at adult DLM
neuromuscular synapses at 20°C and 33°C using two-electrode voltage-clamp methods.
Recordings were obtained during 1 Hz stimulation. A, The initial 20 EPSCs are
superimposed. B, Mean EPSC amplitudes as a percentage of initial amplitude are plotted
as a function of stimulus number.
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behavioral and electrophysiological phenotypes, comatose and shibire have biochemical
phenotypes which reflect their respective roles in vesicle trafficking. Therefore, the
approach was taken to determine if dabEC1 has a biochemical phenotype similar to that of
comatose or shibire which could shed light on the role of dabEC1 in synaptic transmission.

3.5 Biochemical Phenotype of dabEC1
Although comatose and shibire both have biochemical phenotypes these
phenotypes differ between the two mutants (Tolar and Pallanck, 1998). At restrictive
temperature there is an accumulation of SDS-resistant SNARE complexes in comatose
mutants reflecting an impaired ability of NSF to disassemble SNARE complexes after
vesicle fusion. In contrast, in shibire there is a decrease in the level of SDS-resistant
SNARE complexes at restrictive temperature likely reflecting a disruption in vesicle
endocytosis which leaves disassembled SNAREs stranded in the membrane unable to
reassemble into SNARE complexes.
To determine whether dabEC1 has a biochemical phenotype which may point to a
role in synaptic vesicle trafficking, western blot analysis of adult fly head homogenates
was performed using monoclonal anti-syntaxin to detect both the syntaxin monomer and
SNARE complexes. SNARE complexes are not denatured by SDS unless boiled, so the
samples were homogenized in SDS buffer but were not boiled. As shown in Figure 3.10,
dabEC1 exhibits a marked reduction in SDS-resistant SNARE complex levels at the
restrictive temperature of 38°C (panels A and B), similar to the phenotype exhibited by
shiTS1 (panel B). This is in stark contrast to the accumulation of SNARE complexes seen
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Figure 3.10: Biochemical phenotype in dabEC1. Western analysis of SDS lysates of
adult fly heads either kept at 20°C or exposed to 38°C for 10 minutes, using a
monoclonal anti-syntaxin antibody. The antibody detects both syntaxin monomer and the
SDS-resistant SNARE complex. A, SNARE complexes accumulate in comatose at the
restrictive temperature of 38°C (compare lanes 3 and 4), but in dabEC1 there is a marked
reduction in SNARE complex levels at restrictive temperature (lanes 5 and 6). B, shiTS1
has a reduction in SNARE complex levels at restrictive temperature (lanes 3 and 4)
similar to that seen in dabEC1 (lanes 1 and 2).
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in comtST17 (panel A). These results reveal strong similarities among the biochemical and
electrophysiological phenotypes of dabEC1 and shiTS1 indicating that dabEC1, like shiTS1,
may have a role in endocytosis at synapses.

3.6 Synaptic Localization of Disabled
In order to further assess the potential role of Dab in synaptic transmission,
confocal immunofluorescence microscopy was employed to determine if Dab localizes at
neuromuscular synapses, and if so, to characterize that localization. Adult DLM (Figure
3.11) and larval (Figure 3.12) neuromuscular synapses expressing a UAS-dab transgene
were triple-labeled with anti-Dab, anti-BRP (which detects the active zone marker
Bruchpilot (BRP)) and anti-HRP (which detects the presynaptic plasma membrane).
Panneural expression of the transgene was driven by Appl-Gal4 (Torroja et al., 1999a,
1999b; see Appendix for a detailed description). As the confocal immunofluorescence
images in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 reveal, Dab is localized within presynaptic boutons but
appears to be absent from active zones as indicated by the fact that its distribution does
not overlap with BRP. This provides additional support for a possible endocytic role for
Dab at synapses, since it is consistent with previous findings that proteins involved in
endocytosis at synapses are generally located not in, but near, active zones (Roos and
Kelly, 1999).
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Figure 3.11: Confocal immunofluorescence images of adult DLM neuromuscular
synapses expressing a UAS-dab transgene. Triple-labeling with anti-HRP, anti-Dab and
anti-BRP reveals localization of Dab within presynaptic boutons. Dab distribution does not
overlap with the active zone marker BRP suggesting that it is absent from active zones.
Each image is a maximum projection of two consecutive optical z-sections.
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Figure 3.12: Confocal immunofluorescence images of larval neuromuscular
synapses expressing a UAS-dab transgene. Triple-labeling with anti-HRP, anti-Dab and
anti-BRP. Dab is localized within presynaptic boutons and does not colocalize with
active zone marker BRP. Each image is a maximum projection of three consecutive
optical z-sections.

Chapter 4
Discussion and Concluding Remarks
Analysis of temperature-sensitive paralytic mutants of Drosophila has played an
important role in elucidating the in vivo molecular mechanisms of neurotransmitter
release. This approach has included screens for genetic modifiers of existing mutants
exhibiting TS synaptic phenotypes, such as enhancers or suppressors of the Nethylmaleimide-sensitive Factor 1 (dNSF1) mutant, comatose. One enhancer of comt
was identified as a TS paralytic allele of the cacophony gene, cacTS2, and allowed
demonstration that cac encodes a primary presynaptic calcium channel functioning in
neurotransmitter release (Dellinger et al. 2000; Kawasaki et al. 2000a).
To further our understanding of synaptic transmission, a forward genetic screen
for modifiers of cacTS2 was performed. A new TS mutation, e(cac)661, was recovered as
an enhancer of cacTS2. Meiotic recombination and deficiency mapping placed the
e(cac)661 locus in the cytological region 73B5;73D1. Sequencing of genes within this
cytological region revealed a molecular lesion in disabled which introduced a premature
stop codon resulting in a truncated protein. Western blot analysis confirmed that the full
length Disabled protein was absent from e(cac)661. e(cac)661 was renamed dabEC1.
Electrophysiological analysis by Dr. Fumiko Kawasaki showed that dabEC1 has a
temperature-sensitive activity-dependent reduction in excitatory postsynaptic current
amplitude. This activity-dependent synaptic phenotype is present both in a cacTS2 genetic
background and when dabEC1 is isolated from cacTS2. In contrast, cacTS2 exhibits a TS
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reduction in EPSC amplitude that is not activity-dependent. This difference along with
the fact that dabEC1 has a TS behavioral phenotype when isolated from cacTS2 indicates
that although there is a genetic interaction between dabEC1 and cacTS2, there may not be a
functional interaction between their encoded proteins.
Two other TS paralytic mutants which exhibit TS activity-dependent reductions in
EPSCs are comatose and shibire, both of which are involved in synaptic vesicle
trafficking. While comatose encodes dNSF1, shibire encodes the GTP-ase dynamin
which mediates endocytosis by pinching off clathrin-coated vesicle. Consistent with their
roles in synaptic vesicle trafficking, these two mutants also exhibit altered levels of SDSresistant SNARE complexes at restrictive temperatures in biochemical analysis. SNARE
complexes accumulate in comatose at a restrictive temperature. In contrast, shibire
exhibits a reduction in SDS-resistant SNARE complex levels at restrictive temperature
(Tolar and Pallanck, 1998). Biochemical analysis revealed a marked reduction in SDSresistant SNARE complexes in dabEC1 as well.
Confocal

immunofluorescence

microscopy

of

adult

DLM

and

larval

neuromuscular synapses indicates Dab is concentrated within presynaptic boutons but is
not present at active zones. This along with the behavioral, electrophysiological and
biochemical findings suggests a role for Dab in synaptic vesicle trafficking.
The similarities between the biochemical and electrophysiological phenotypes of
dabEC1 and shibire raise the possibility that, like shibire’s encoded protein dynamin, Dab
may be involved in endocytosis at synapses. While it remains unclear whether Dab
functions in regulated endocytosis of synaptic vesicles, a role for Dab proteins in
endocytosis in general has been demonstrated in several experimental systems (see
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Section 1.4). As Figure 4.1 and Tables 4.1 and 4.2 indicate, Drosophila Dab shares many
putative protein-protein interaction motifs with its homologs.
The PTB domain, which has been shown to bind to PtdIns(4,5)P2 and to the
NPXY motifs in certain receptors, is shared by all Dab homologs. Approximately twothirds of the coding region of the PTB domain is expected to be transcribed in the dabEC1
mutant. It is not known whether a truncated protein is translated and, if so, whether it
retains some function or is instead degraded. Recall that dabEC1 has a mild synaptic
phenotype at 20°C which is markedly enhanced at restrictive temperature. If dabEC1 is
effectively a null mutation, then the role of Dab at synapses may be partially redundant,
and may become more important as temperature is increased. On the other hand, if a
partially functional truncated protein with a majority of the PTB domain is present in
synapses, perturbation of this protein at restrictive temperature may account for its
temperature-sensitive phenotype.
Murine Dab2 (mDab2) has been shown to bind to clathrin in an AP-2 independent
manner (Mishra et al., 2002) and Ce-Dab-1 binds to clathrin as well (Kamikura and
Cooper, 2006). Type I clathrin-boxes have the consensus sequence L (L,I) (D,E,N) (L,F)
(D,E) and are found in many endocytic proteins as shown in Table 4.1 (Shiina et al.,
2001). A type I clathrin-box is present in Dab, Dab2, mDab2 and two are found in CeDab-1. Mutation of the clathrin-box in a GST fusion protein of mDab2 (206-258) has
been shown to reduce binding to clathrin relative to a wild-type fusion protein (Mishra et
al., 2002). Similarly, a GST fusion protein which deletes the C-terminal domain of CeDab-1 containing the protein’s second clathrin-box has been shown to have reduced
clathrin binding relative to a larger fusion protein containing the clathrin-box (Kamikura
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N

C

PTB domain (Binds PtdIns(4,5)P2 and NPXY motifs)
Clathrin-box (Binds clathrin)

FXDXF motifs (Binds α- adaptin subunit of AP-2)
DLL motif (Binds clathrin)
Proline rich region (Binds to SH3 domains)

Figure 4.1: Drosophila Disabled Shares Many Protein-Protein Interaction Motifs with
Its Homologs. The Drosophila Disabled protein is depicted with protein interaction motifs
known to function in Dab homologs highlighted.
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Table 4.1: Type I clathrin-boxes in Dab and other proteins
Protein

Clathrin-box
268

Dab
Dab2
mDab2

LVDLE
LVDLN
236
LVDLN
209
LLDLE
482
LVDMD
480
LVDLE
351
LLDLD
390
LLDLD
632
LLNLD
631
LLNLD
807
LLDLE
236

Ce-Dab-1
epsin1
amphiphysin I
amphiphysin II
AP-1 β2
AP-2 β2
AP-3 β3B

The sequences are Dab (NP 524119), Dab2 (NP 001334), mDab2 (NP 075607),
Ce-Dab-1 (NP 001122626). The additional data are from Shiina et al. (2001).

Table 4.2: Putative α-adaptin binding motifs.
Dab Protein

Number of DPF motifs

Number of FXDXF
motifs

Dab
Dab2
mDab2
Ce-Dab-1
Dab1

4
3
2
4
1

5
1
1
3
0
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and Cooper, 2006). The conservation of the clathrin-boxes, and the evidence that they are
functional in C. elegans and mammals, suggests that Drosophila Dab may be a clathrinbinding protein as well.
DPF motifs mediate binding of many endocytic proteins to the ear domain of the
α-adaptin subunit of the clathrin adaptor AP-2, including Dab2, Eps15, epsin,
amphiphysin and AP180 (Morris and Cooper, 2001; Owen et al., 1999). In addition to
Dab2, Drosophila Dab as well as Dab1 and Ce-Dab-1 contain DPF motifs (Figure 4.1
and Table 4.2). In addition to DPF motifs, many endocytic proteins use FXDXF motifs to
interact with the α-adaptin ear domain, including amphiphysin, AP180 and synaptojanin
(Brett et al., 2002). Although the presence of the DPF motifs in Dab2 was sufficient for
binding to the α-adaptin ear domain, residual binding persisted in a region which did not
contain DPF motifs but did contain an FXDXF motif (Morris and Cooper, 2001; Brett et
al., 2002). Like Ce-Dab-1, Dab contains multiple FXDXF motifs, consistent with a
conserved role in endocytosis (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1).
The mammalian Dab homologs contain a proline rich region which has been
shown to bind to SH3 domains, and Drosophila Dab has a proline rich region as well.
SH3

domains

are

present

in

several

endocytic

proteins

including

Intersectin/Dap160/INTS-1, which has multiple SH3 domains each of which
preferentially binds the proline rich region of different proteins which localize at
endocytic hot spots (Roos and Kelly, 1998). Intersectin/Dap160/INTS-1 has been shown
to be a binding partner of Eps15/EHS-1 in mammalian cells, Drosophila and C. elegans
and both have been shown to be essential for normal levels of synaptic vesicle
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endocytosis (Sengar et al., 1999; Koh et al., 2004, 2007; Majumdar et al., 2006; Wang et
al., 2008).
Temperature-sensitive paralytic mutants of both dap160 and eps15 have been
found in Drosophila. Adult escaper transheterozygotes of dap160, with a hypomorphic
allele in trans to a null allele, have a TS paralytic phenotype as do adult escapers
homozygous for an eps15 hypomorphic allele (Koh et al., 2004; Majumdar et al., 2006).
In C. elegans, eps15-null mutants exhibit a TS paralytic phenotype as well (Salcini et al.,
2001). In addition, both dap160 and eps15 mutants have been reported to exhibit
electrophysiological phenotypes (Wang et al., 2008; Koh et al., 2004, 2007; Majumdar et
al., 2006). Recently, the C. elegans dab homolog dab-1 has been shown to have a genetic
interaction with ints-1 (dap160 homolog) and ehs-1 (eps15 homolog). Both itsn-1 and
ehs-1 null mutations enhance the dab-1 developmental and locomotion phenotype. dab-1
null mutants exhibit mild growth and egg-laying defects and uncoordinated locomotion,
while both itsn-1 and ehs-1 null mutants have normal development and locomotion. In
contrast, double mutants with dab-1 and either itsn-1 or ehs-1 exhibit severe and
progressive paralysis and larval lethality (Wang et al., 2008).
The genetic interaction found in C. elegans points to the possibility that Ce-Dab-1
may function in the same pathway as Intersectin and Eps15. Ce-Dab-1 was found to have
an affinity for the EH domain-containing N-terminal of INTS-1 in a yeast-two hybrid
screen (Wang et al., 2008). EH domains have been shown to bind most commonly to
NPF motifs, but also several others such as WW, FW, and more rarely, DPF motifs
(Paoluzi et al., 1998; Santonico et al., 2007). Ce-Dab-1 has multiple NPF motifs, as does
Dab2, but these motifs are absent from Dab and Dab1. All of the Dab proteins in Table
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A.1 contain DPF motifs. It also remains possible that the proline rich region of Dab
and/or its mammalian homologs may interact with one of the SH3 domains of Intersectin.
Additional research will be necessary to determine if there is an in vivo interaction
between Dab and Intersectin/Dap160 or Eps15.
The TS behavioral, synaptic and biochemical phenotypes found in dabEC1, along
with the conserved role for Dab homologs in endocytosis in general, and the genetic
interaction seen between dab-1 and genes encoding two endocytic proteins which
function at synapses, indicate that it will be important for future research to focus on a
potential role for Dab in endocytosis at synapses. This may include studies of in vivo
interactions between Dab and proteins involved in endocytosis through methods such as
co-immunoprecipitation as well as FRET analysis. Confocal immunofluorescence
imaging to assess the localization of Dab with respect to endocytic proteins including
Dap160 and Eps15, α-adaptin and dynamin will provide insight. In addition, studies to
assess whether there is a defect in endocytosis in dabEC1 will be important. This may
include studies using pHluorin-tagged vesicle proteins, such as VGlut. The pH sensitive
pHluorin has a different level of fluorescence inside neurotransmitter-filled vesicles than
its level of fluorescence when exposed to the extracellular region following
neurotransmitter release, making it a useful tool for studying synaptic vesicle trafficking
(Miesenbock et al., 1998; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2000; Voglmaier et al., 2006; Balaji
and Ryan, 2007).
Also important for future research are genetic interaction studies between dab and
other genes involved in synaptic transmission. This type of research will be possible for
the first time in Drosophila, due to the recovery of dabEC1 and the finding that dabEY10190
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has a synaptic phenotype as well. There are a number of Drosophila mutants with
synaptic phenotypes and/or roles in endocytosis which can be used to study genetic
interactions. These include dap160, eps15, shibire, lap, endophilin, synaptojanin and αadaptin mutants. It is expected that the dabEC1 mutant will open up many new options for
future research and, thereby, contribute to our understanding of the in vivo molecular
mechanisms of synaptic transmission.

Appendix

Generation of DNA Constructs and Transgenic Lines
A.1 Introduction
In order to further study the functional interactions between proteins involved in
synaptic transmission, DNA constructs and transgenic lines were generated. These
transgenic lines carry fluorescently tagged proteins which can be used in a number of
experiments including fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) analysis to
investigate in vivo interactions between protein pairs. In FRET analysis, one protein of
interest is tagged with a donor fluorophore, for example EGFP, and another protein of
interest is tagged with an acceptor fluorophore, for example tdTomato. After a
fluorophore absorbs the energy of light at a given wavelength in its excitation spectrum,
it will then emit energy at a higher wavelength in its emission spectrum. If the emission
spectrum of a donor fluorophore overlaps the excitation spectrum of an acceptor
fluorophore, and if the donor and acceptor are within a few nanometers of one another,
the energy from the donor may be transferred to the acceptor and subsequently emitted by
the acceptor at a wavelength in its emission spectrum. This transfer of energy can be
detected to determine if two fluorescently tagged proteins interact in vivo (Erickson et al.,
2003).
A transgenic line was generated carrying a concatemer with EGFP and tdTomato
connected by a flexible linker. This line was used to establish in vivo FRET analysis and
also provides a useful reference point for FRET between the two fluorophores at a known
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distance. A transgenic line was also generated carrying tdTomato-syntaxin1A. These two
transgenic lines used the UAS Gal4 system, with pUAST as the transforming vector
(Brand and Perrimon, 1993).
The UAS Gal4 system has become a powerful tool for tissue specific expression
of genes in Drosophila. pUAST was constructed by subcloning five Gal4 binding sites
(i.e., the Gal4 upstream activating sequence or UAS) into the p-element vector pCaSpeR3
(Brand and Perrimon, 1993). Genes can then be subcloned just downstream of the Gal4
UAS, and transcription will occur in the presence of Gal4, a yeast protein not normally
present in flies. A variety of Gal4 drivers are available to be used, each of which
expresses Gal4 under the control of a specific promoter, allowing for tissue-specific
expression of the UAS transgene. Gal4 drivers can be generated through an enhancer
trap, where the Gal4 ORF is randomly inserted into the genome and is expressed in lines
where it has become located downstream of a genomic enhancer. elav-Gal4 line C155 is
an example of a pan-neural Gal4 driver generated by enhancer trap. A Gal4 driver can
also be constructed by subcloning a known promoter upstream of the Gal4 ORF in a
transformation vector and generating transgenic lines carrying the construct. Appl-Gal4 is
an example of a pan-neural Gal4 driver constructed in this manner (Torroja et al., 1999a;
1999b).
In addition to the two transgenic lines generated using the UAS Gal4 system, a
DNA construct was generated which contained EGFP-nsynaptobrevin subcloned into a
vector which incorporated the Appl partial promoter used in Appl-Gal4. In this cloning
project, the five Gal4 binding sites were removed from pUAST and the Appl promoter
was subcloned into it. EGFP-nsynaptobrevin was subcloned downstream of the Appl
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promoter to allow pan-neural expression without a Gal4 driver. Other genes can be
shuttled in to replace EGFP-nsynaptobrevin. Removing the Gal4 binding sites gives this
new vector, called pApplCaSpeR, the added advantage of driving pan-neural expression
of a gene while allowing for the expression of a second transgene using the UAS Gal4
system or using the Gal4/Gal80ts system which allows for temporal control of Gal4
expression.

A.2 DNA Constructs
EGFP-nsynaptobrevin in pApplCaSpeR: The Appl-Gal4 driver is a transgene carrying a
partial Appl promoter upstream of the Gal4 ORF (Torroja et al., 1999a; 1999b). The
expression pattern of UAS transgenes driven by Appl-Gal4 is favorable for study at adult
neuromuscular synapses. A goal of this project was to make a transformation vector
containing the partial Appl promoter, and absent Gal4 UAS, which can be used for panneural expression of a gene of interest in a Gal4 independent manner.
The first stage was a multi-step process to clone the partial Appl promoter from
Appl-Gal4 into pBluescript SK-. This involved PCR amplification of the promoter using
genomic DNA from the Appl-Gal4 line as a template using Pfu polymerase. The genomic
DNA from this line included both the partial promoter from the Appl-Gal4 transgene and
the endogenous Appl promoter. Since the details of the Appl-Gal4 construct were not
available, a first step was to sequence the Appl promoter region in the transgene to
determine how much of the region upstream of the Appl start codon was included in the
driver. It was necessary to choose primers which would amplify the partial promoter
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sequence from the transgene and not the endogenous Appl promoter. This meant one
primer in each primer pair must be from somewhere in the transgene outside of the
promoter region itself.
It was expected that the Gal4 ORF would be downstream of the promoter in the
transgene, so a reverse primer was chosen from within the Gal4 ORF, and various
forward primers were chosen from the area upstream of the Appl start codon. Since it was
unclear which transformation vector had been used to generate the Appl-Gal4 line,
sequencing of the 5′ end of the promoter was more of a challenge. It was unclear which
forward primer would be appropriate. Trial and error revealed the partial transgene
structure depicted in Figure A.1. The blue arrows represent the direction of transcription
of the white+ and Gal4 genes. Table A.1 provides a list of the primers from within the
promoter that were used for sequencing and cloning. These primers are depicted above
and below the transgene structure in Figure A.1. Also depicted below the transgene
struture are the three PCR products that were amplified and used in the sequencing
reactions. The first PCR used the primer pair Appl-4/Gal4-35. Sequencing of this PCR
product revealed a portion of the region upstream of the Appl start codon including all of
the 5′ UTR as well as a multiple cloning site followed by the hsp70 promoter, a short
linker and the Gal4 ORF. A new reverse primer from within the linker, AG Linker, was
used with the forward primer Appl-6 to generate the second PCR product to be
sequenced. A forward primer from the white+ ORF with a 3′ to 5′ orientation within the
gene, coupled with the reverse primer Appl-2, allowed for amplification of the 5′ end of
the promoter. Sequencing of this PCR product revealed that, in addition to the 5′ UTR
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Figure A.1: Partial structure of the Appl-Gal4 transgene (not drawn to scale).
Primers used for sequencing and cloning the transgene are depicted with arrows
indicating their orientation. The thick black lines represent the PCR products that were
used in the sequencing reactions.
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Table A.1: Primers and oligonucleotides used in the generation of DNA constructs
Primer

Sequence

Appl-1

5′-TCCACCAGACTTTCACCACC-3′

Appl-2

5′-GGAGCCTGGTACAGACACG-3′

Appl-4

5′-GGATACGTTCCAAGAGTGCG-3′

Appl-5

5′-CCCGCGGAAAGCGGAAGGCC-3′

Appl-6

5′-CCGTGTAAACCAGGTAAACG-3′

Appl-10

5′-AGTGCGAACTGCGAAAGTCG-3′

Appl-11

5′-AACCATCCTGCGCGGGAGAG-3′

Appl-E

5′-GGAATTCATGGCGATCGTTGC-3′

Appl-XhoI

5′-CCGCTCGAGCTTTCAGGAGGCTTGCTTCAAG-3′

AG Linker

5′-CTTGCTTCAAGCTTGGGCTG-3′

BBsyx1A

5′-TCTACAAGAGATCTATGACTAAAGACAGATTAGC-3′

Oligonucleotide

Sequence

Oligo Spe I EGFP-1

5′-GGGCGGCCGCACTAGTT-3′

Oligo Spe I EGFP-2

5′-CTAGATCATGTGCGGCCGCCCGC-3′

Oligo Linker-1
Oligo Linker-2

5′-GATCGAGCAGTCTGGCCGGCATT
GAAGGACGCAGTAGTTCGGATCCG-3′
5′-AATTCGGATCCGAACTACTGCGT
CCTTCAATGCCGGCCAGACTGCTC-3′
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of Appl, 3231 bps upstream of the 5′ UTR were included in the partial Appl promoter;
beyond that were 300 bps and the white+ gene, both from the transformation vector.
With the promoter sequence known, the cloning process was begun. Ultimately, a
3516 bp fragment of promoter was shuttled into the new vector. This was achieved by
first cloning two overlapping fragments of the promoter into two separate vectors, and
then shuttling the second half into the vector containing the first half and later shuttling
the entire promoter into the new vector. The primers used to amplify the first fragment
were Appl-E (which added an EcoR I site to the beginning of the promoter) and Appl-10
(Figure A.1). The first PCR product was digested with EcoR I and BstE II. A DNA
construct containing dNSF1 in pBluescript SK- was digested with EcoR I and BstE II as
well and a fragment containing the first 1769 bps of the promoter was ligated into the
vector (which still contained a 3′ portion of dNSF1). The ligation product was
transformed into JM109 cells, plated onto 1.5% LB solid medium (10 g trypton, 5 g yeast
extract, 5 g NaCl, 15 g agar and 1 ml 1 N NaOH per liter), and cultured at 37°C for 16
hours. Single colonies were then cultured in 2XYT liquid medium (16 g tryptone, 10 g
yeast extract and 5 g NaCl per liter) at 37°C for 16 hours with constant agitation. Then
the DNA was extracted using a standard protocol. The transformed products were
subjected to diagnostic digestion and sequencing to verify insertion and proper
positioning of the PCR fragment.
The set of primers used to clone the second fragment were Appl-6 and Appl-XhoI
(which added an Xho I site to the end of the linker just before the Gal4 ORF). The second
PCR product was digested with Avr II and Xho I as was a construct containing cac
cDNA (bps 3613-5671) in pBluescript SK-. Then the fragment containing bps 1353-
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3516 of the promoter was ligated into the vector (which also included bps 3613-4828 of
cac cDNA). Transformation, DNA extraction, diagnostic digestion and sequencing were
performed as previously described. The construct was then digested with Sac I and the
DNA was precipitated and then digested with Avr II. The fragment containing bps 13533516 of the Appl promoter in pBluescript SK- was then collected by gel purification,
resuspended in 54 μl Milli Q H2O and mixed with 6 μl NEBuffer 2, 1 μl 1U/μl Klenow
DNA polymerase (Large Fragment) (New England Biolabs) and 3 μl 0.5 mM dNTPs.
This reaction mixture was incubated for 15 minutes at 25°C to create blunt ends at the
digestion sites, and was inactivated through incubation at 75°C for 10 minutes with 2 μl
0.5 M EDTA. The DNA was then precipitated and this was followed by ligation,
transformation and DNA extraction. The construct was then digested with EcoR I and
Not I to remove the multiple cloning site. A Klenow reaction was performed as described
above and the blunt ends were ligated together.
The two constructs carrying the first and second segments of the Appl promoter
where then each digested with BstE II and Xho I. The BstE II restriction site was a
unique site which cut each part of the promoter at nucleotide 1769. The fragment
containing the second part of the promoter was ligated into the vector containing the first
part of the promoter resulting in the construct Appl Promoter w/o MCS in pBluescript
SK-.
pUAST was digested with Pst I to remove the five Gal4 binding sites and the
remaining vector was ligated back together. Then pUAST w/o UAS was digested with
Xba I, gel purified and resuspended in 53 μl of Milli Q H2O. Then a reaction mixture was
prepared containing the 53 μl mixed with 6 μl 10X NEBuffer 3 and 1 μl 1.67 U/μl CIP
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Alkaline Phosphatase (New England Biolabs) (1 μl of 1:6 dilution of 1 U/μl CIP in 1X
NEBuffer 3). This reaction mixture was incubated at 37°C for one hour to remove 5′
phosphates and prevent the digested vector from re-ligating together. Then a construct
containing EGFP-nsynaptobrevin in pUAST was digested with Xba I and the EGFPnsynaptobrevin fragment was collected and ligated into pUAST w/o UAS. As a final
step, the constructs Appl promoter w/o MCS in pBluescript SK- and EGFPnsynaptobrevin in pUAST w/o UAS were digested with EcoR I and Xho I, releasing the
promoter from the former. The Appl promoter was then ligated into EGFPnsynaptobrevin in pUAST w/o UAS just upstream of the coding sequence for EGFP,
creating EGFP-nsynaptobrevin in pApplCaSpeR.

tdTomato-sytaxin1A in pBluescript SK-: A Snap in pBluescript SK- construct was
digested with BamH I and EcoR I and a fragment containing the vector without the Snap
gene was collected. tdTomato in pRSET-B was then digested with BamH I and EcoR and
tdTomato was then shuttled into pBluescript SK-. A construct containing the syntaxin1A
coding sequence plus both UTRs in pBluescript II SK+ was used as a DNA template for
the following stage. The 5′ end of the syntaxin ORF was cloned using a forward primer
which added BsrG I and Bgl II restriction sites (BBsyx1A), and a reverse primer which
started at nucleotide 477 in the ORF (Table A.1). The PCR product was digested with
EcoR I and the construct used as a template was digested with both Sma I and EcoR I.
EcoR I cut both the PCR fragment and the construct at nucleotide 350 in the syntaxin
ORF and Sma I cut the polylinker in the vector leaving a blunt end. The PCR fragment
had a blunt end as well where the restriction sites had been added, and it was ligated into
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the vector so that the 5′ UTR of syntaxin1A in pBluescript II SK+ was replaced by BsrG I
and Bgl II restriction sites. Following sequencing to verify the accuracy of the PCR
product, the construct was digested with BsrG I and Kpn I and the fragment containing
the syntaxin ORF plus 3′ UTR was collected. tdTomato in pBluescript SK- was also
digested with BsrG I and Kpn I (both sites were in the polylinker following the tdTomato
ORF), and the syntaxin ORF plus 3′ UTR was ligated into the vector just downstream of
tdTomato. This created the construct tdTomato-syntaxin1A in pBluescript SK-. tdTomatosyntaxin1A was then shuttled into pUAST using BamH I and Kpn I restriction sites.

EGFP-tdTomato concatemer: An existing EGFP-DsRed concatemer in pBluescript SKwas digested with Sac II and Xba I to remove a portion of the polylinker upstream of
EGFP. Two oligonucleotides were designed to insert an Spe I restriction site within this
portion of polylinker (Table A.1). 1 μl each of 1 mM Oligo Spe I EGFP-1 and 1 mM
Oligo Spe I EGFP-2 were mixed with 18 μl of 100 mM NaCl. This mixture was
incubated at 90°C for 3 minutes to allow for denaturing and then was allowed to cool to
25°C during an annealing period. The resulting fragment was then ligated into the
digested EGFP-DsRed concatemer in pBluescipt SK-. Sequencing was performed to
verify appropriate insertion.
The next step was to alter the linker between the two fluorescent proteins to move
the BamH I site from the EGFP end of the linker to the DsRed end of the linker. The
EGFP-DsRed in pBluescript SK- construct was digested with BamH I and EcoR I. Then
2 μl each of 0.5 mM Oligo Linker-1 and 0.5 mM Oligo Linker-2 were mixed with 16 μl
of 112.5 mM NaCl and incubated and cooled as described above to allow denaturing and
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annealing. When the fragment obtained from the annealed oligonucleotides was ligated
into the vector containing EGFP and DsRed, the BamH I site originally in the construct
was disrupted but a new BamH I site was present. This was verified by sequencing. The
EGFP-DsRed concatemer with the new linker in pBluescript SK- then was digested with
BamH I and Kpn I to remove DsRed while preserving the linker. The tdTomato in
pBluescript SK- construct was also digested with BamH I and Kpn I and the fragment
containing tdTomato was collected and ligated into the pBluescript SK- vector containing
EGFP and the new linker. This produced the construct Spe I EGFP-tdTomato
concatemer in pBluescript SK-. The concatemer was then shuttled into pUAST using Spe
I and Kpn I restriction sites.

A.3 Transgenic Lines
EGPF-tdTomato and tdTomato-syntaxin1A transgenic lines were generated to be
used in FRET analysis. The DNA was prepared using a Qiagen midiprep kit. Injection
solution was prepared containing 0.6 to 0.8 μg/μl plasmid DNA, 0.2 μg/μl helper plasmid
containing a p-element transposase gene, 10% green food color in 10X injection buffer
(50 mM KCl, 1 mM NaH2PO4 and 1 mM Na2HPO4, pH 6.8). Glass needles were filled
with approximately 0.5 μl of injection solution each prior to injection.
Several hundred w1118 flies were reared in a cage containing an egg laying plate (4
mm high, 556 ml distilled H2O, 22 g select agar, 90 ml unsulphured molasses, 250 μg
tegosept stock (stock: 16 mg tegosept + 150 ml 95% EtOH)) for a few days prior to
injection. The egg lay plate was cleaned off and a small amount of yeast paste was spread
on it. After 30 minutes, embryos were collected from the plate. Embryos younger than
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one hour were used for injection because cellularization occurs approximately one hour
after fertilization. Under a Leica MS5 dissecting microscope, 20-25 embryos were lined
up in a row on a 20 x 13 x 5 mm 2% agar cube approximately 2 egg widths apart with
their anterior ends toward the edge of the cube. An 18 x 18 mm micro cover glass with a
glue strip was pressed, glue side down, onto the eggs to transfer the eggs onto the glue
with their posterior tips toward the edge of the micro cover glass. The micro cover glass
was then placed on a 25 x 75 mm micro slide glass and the eggs were covered with oil
(19:1 ratio mixture of Halocarbon 700 oil to Halocarbon 27 oil).
The micro glass slide was set on a Zeiss microscope (Germany) with the posterior
ends of the embryos facing a needle filled with the injection solution containing the DNA
constructs. The DNA was injected into the posterior tips of the embryos. The micro cover
glass was then transferred to a fly food plate (13 mm high) with up to 8 cover glasses per
plate. The plates were kept at room temperature. F0 larvae were then transferred into
vials containing fresh fly food and F0 adult flies were crossed as indicated in Figure A.2.
Lines were screened for orange eyes, which signified the insertion of the transgene, and
homozygous stocks were established for the transgenic lines.
To assess expression levels of the fusion proteins in the transgenic lines, live
imaging of larval neuromuscular synapses was performed. Third instar larvae were
dissected in saline solution (Section 2.6.3) under a Leica MS4 dissecting microscope. To
prevent muscle contraction, all nerves projecting from the ventral ganglion were cut.
Epifluorescence images of neuromuscular synapses were obtained from ventral
longitudinal muscles 6 and 7, from within abdominal segment A2 or A3, using a Nikon
Eclipse E600FN microscope (Tokyo, Japan) with Fluor 60x 1.0 numerical aperture
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water-immersion objective (Nikon). A CCD camera (OCRA-ER, Hamamatsu Photonics,
Hamamatsu, Japan) was used to capture the images which were acquired and processed
using Metaview imaging software (Universal Imaging Corporation).

Figure A.2 Crosses for transgenic lines.

Figure A.2: Crosses for establishing transgenic lines
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